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SPARTANS AND SCYTHIANS, A MEETING OF 
MIRAGES: THE PORTRAYAL OF THE LYCURGAN 

POLITEIA IN EPHORUS' HISTORIES 

Paul Christesen. 

Introduction 
From the time it was written in the second half of the fourth century until 
well into the Roman period, Ephorus' Histories was a standard, in many 
ways the standard, account of Greek history, and Ephorus' description of 
Sparta was considered to be authoritative.1 Ephorus wrote at a critical 
moment, when historians felt compelled to explain the collapse of Spartan 
power that followed upon the defeat at Leuctra. The explanation proposed 
by Ephorus, which centered on the Lycurgan politeia, shaped much of the 
subsequent work on Sparta. As Tigerstedt noted, 'Ephorus' decisive 
importance for posterity's views of earlier Greek history makes it necessary 
to form an idea of his attitude to Sparta and the Spartan legend'.2 

Unfortunately, reconstructing what Ephorus had to say about Sparta is 
not an easy task. The most immediate problem is that the Histories survives 
only in fragments. The handful of clearly attributed fragments that pertain 
to Sparta are less informative than one might hope and present a number 
of interpretive challenges. There is a considerable body of potentially 
relevant material in authors such as Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, and Nicolaus 
of Damascus, all of whom had much to say about Sparta and made 
extensive use of the Histories. However, as these writers only intermittently 
cite their sources, there has been ongoing controversy over what can and 
cannot be identified as fragments of the Histories and hence over many 
aspects of Ephorus' views on Sparta. 

Nonetheless, given the continuous o·utpouring of scholarship on Sparta, 
one might well expect that the relevant material from the Histories had been 
thoroughly scrutinized. In point of fact, Ephorus' work was for most of the 
twentieth century the object of what might be called malign neglect. 
Some of the most influential classical scholars of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, including Wilamowitz and Jacoby, saw the 
Histories as 'the incarnation of everything that was objectionable in Greek 
historiography'.3 Their contempt for Ephorus was based upon a strong 
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predilection for the fifth-century 'founders' of Greek history and a 
tendency to evaluate Ephorus' work based upon the idea that the sections 
of Diodorus' Bibliotheca pertaining to mainland Greece were a virtual 
transcription of the Histories. They denigrated Ephorus for being an 
unimaginative compilator, for bastardizing history with rhetoric, and for 
being willing to sacrifice the truth in order to construct clear moral 
paradeigmata intended to incite the reader to virtue.4 

This negative attitude attenuated scholarly interest in Ephorus' work.5 

Moreover, the scholarship that was produced tended to be dismissive. For 
instance, despite his acknowledgement of the importance of the Histories, 
Tigerstedt wrote that 'Ephorus was no original or colourful personality, 
still less a profound thinker or a thorough scholar. What has been 
preserved of his big work by later ancient authors ... does not belie the 
devastating judgement passed on him by modem scholarship, namely that 
Ephorus lacked pretty nearly every quality which makes the historian'.6 

The end result was that Ephorus' description of Sparta received cursory 
treatment. 

The gradual waning of the influence of Wilamowitz et al. has helped 
bring about a fundamental shift in attitudes toward Ephorus in the past 
thirty years. Starting with the work of Guido Schepens in the 1970s, a body 
of scholarship has come into being that takes Ephorus as a serious writer 
worthy of careful attention.7 

During that same period ongoing scholarly inquiry has undercut three 
critical pillars that supported earlier analyses ofEphorus' views on Sparta. 
First, scholars used to feel comfortable reconstructing what Ephorus had 
to say about Sparta by reading what Diodorus had to say about Sparta, 
even when Diodorus does not explicitly cite Ephorus. More recent work 
has shown that the Bibliotheca displays a consistency throughout the entire 
extant text in regard to theme and style.8 This demonstrates that Diodorus, 
who drew on the work of numerous earlier authors, did much more than 
simply transcribe selected pieces of the Histories, and that in turn invalidates 
the methodological basis of much of the earlier scholarship on Ephorus' 
account of Sparta. 

A second important development has been the erosion of confidence in 
the biographical information in ancient sources that identifies Ephorus 
and Theopompus as students of Isocrates. The ostensible connection 
between Isocrates and Ephorus made it possible to reconstruct the latter's 
views on Sparta by assuming that he shared the beliefs and proclivities of 
his teacher. Michael Flower has recently argued that neither Ephorus nor 
Theopompus were students oflsocrates and that the ancient biographical 
tradition was a later construct based on stylistic similarities in the works of 
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thes~ ~ee au~.ors. 9 Flower's argument has not been universally accepted, 10 

but 1t 1s certainly no longer possible to blithely use Isocrates' work to 
reconstruct that of Ephorus. 

Finally, a key fragment of Ephorus, F148 from P.olybius 6.45-6, has 
been re-interpreted in such a way as to reduce significantly what it can tell 
us about Ephorus' views on Sparta. To sum up, the earlier scholarship on 
Ephorus' account of Sparta was never particularly copious or painstaking 
and has come to be even more problematic because it is now evident that 
it rested on shaky foundations. This is not to say that that scholarship 
has b~en r~ndered meaningless, but it is in need of thoroughgoing 
reconsideration. 

The goal of this article is to pursue answers to two questions about 
Ephorus' Histories: How was the Ly=ganpoliteia portrayed in the Histories? 
!"low clfd Ephorus' portrayal of Sparta in general and the Lycurgan politeia 
ill particular fit within and contribute to the overall narrative structure of 
the Histories? There are numerous other aspects ofEphorus' description of 
Sp~ ~ the foundation of the Spartan state, Lycurgus' biography, Sparta's 
actions ill the numerous wars fought in the fifth and fourth centuries to 
name just a few - that would repay detailed analysis. However, ~he 
Lycurgan politeia seems to have been of critical importance to Ephorus' 
conception of Sparta and to his understanding of historical process in the 
broadest sense of the term and so merits pride of place. 

We will see that the narrative in the Histories was constructed as a 
diadochy of hegemonies and that Ephorus sought to elucidate a universally 
applicable explanation for the rise and fall of hegemonic states. Ephorus 
had ~ special interest in Sparta because he took it as a prime example, 
possibly the archetype, of the reasons for the acquisition and loss of 
hegemony. The Lycurgan politeia warranted close attention because 
Ephorus saw it as the source of Spartan hegemony. 

According to the account found in the Histories, the instauration of the 
Lycurgan politeia in what we would call the early ninth century, along with 
favorable geography, led directly to Sparta assuming the position of 
hegemon for nearly five hundred years. The Lycurganpoliteiawas derived 
from ~e Cretan politeia established by Minos and Rhadamanthys and 
transm.ttted to Lycurgus by Thales during the former's visit to Crete. 
Lycurgus made Sparta a hegemon by fostering homonoia ( concord) and 
andreia (courage) among its citizens. He cultivated homonoia by imposing 
austerity and self-restraint, in part by means of mandatory commensality 
for adult males, and by eliminating tryphe (luxury) and pleonexia ( Q'!eed), in 
part by means of instituting an unusually high deQ'!ee of comm~alization 
. d ~ 
ill regar to wives, children, and property. He cultivated andreia by ensuring 
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that citizens received proper agoge (discipline) and paideia (education). 
Hegemony helped ensure Sparta's eleutheria (freedom), which Lycurgus saw 
as the Q":teatest o-ood for a state. The Spartans eventually lost their b b 

hegemony because of the erosion of their andreia due to gradual neglect of 
Lycurgus' ordinances and the infiltration of tryphe and pleonexia, evident in 
the introduction of gold and silver coinage, in the aftermath of the 
Peloponnesian War. · 

A clearer understanding of the reasons for Ephorus' interest in, and his 
description of, the Lycurgan politeia is significant not only because of the 
critical importance of the Histories in the Greek historiographical tradition, 
but also because it sheds light on the development of the Spartan mirage 
and because it provides a vantage point for assessing Ephorus' work. The 
idealized vision of Sparta best known from the writings of Plutarch did 
not, as has frequently been assumed, come into being in the third century 
due to the reform program of Agis and Kleomenes, but in the fourth 
century due in no small measure to Ephorus. The Histories, on closer 
inspection, emerge as a typical example of ancient Greek historical writing 
very much in line with the work of Herodotus and Thucydides. Attempts 
to characterize the Histories as qualitatively different from, and inferior to, 
its fifth-century predecessors are, therefore, untenable. 

The discussion that follows is divided into four sections. The first of 
these is devoted to the most obvious source of information, the fragments 
of the Histories relating to Sparta and to Crete (which according to Ephorus 
had nearly identical politeiai). The second section explores the basic 
concepts that underpin the overall narrative structure of the Histories. 
Significant strides have been made of late in regard to identifying those 
concepts and tracing how they shaped the Histories. This in turn makes it 
possible to contextualize the fragments in ways that were formerly 
impossible and thus to generate a more nuanced understanding of 
Ephorus' portrayal of the Lycurgan politeia. The third section focuses on 
Ephorus' description of the nomadic Scythians. Ephorus believed that the 
lifestyle of those Scythians was quite similar to that created by the Lycurgan 
politeia. A fragment of the Histories that preserves Ephorus' account of the 
Scythians can thus be used to reconstruct his views on Lycurgan Sparta. 
The concluding section addresses Ephorus' contribution to the growth of 
the Spartan mirage and modern assessments of his work. 

The only fragments treated here are (with one exception) those 
identified by Jacoby as derived from the Histories. Jacoby applied strict 
criteria in assembling his collection of fragments from the Histories, and 
there can be little doubt that the material he attributed to Ephorus did in 
fact come from the latter's work.11 As indicated above, there is much other 
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materiahhat might be assigned to the Histories. However, the absence of 
explicit citation ofEphorus means that each passage must be subjected to 
rigorous analysis before being added to the collection of fragments from the 
Histories. Such analysis is too lengthy and complex to be undertaken in the 
bounds of this chapter.12 Greek text has been provided only in cases in which 
the precise wording of the original is critical to the interpretation presented 
here. Key terms such as homonoia are transliterated rather than translated in 
order to make it possible for the reader to trace patterns in word usage. 

The fragments bearing on the Lycurgan politeia 
There are five attributed fragments of the Histories that speak directly to 
Ephorus' views on the Lycurgan politeia- FF118, 148, 149, 173, 205. Fl 18 
(apud Strabo 8.5.5) makes it clear that Ephorus took Lycurgus' creation of 
a politeia for Sparta as a key event in Greek history: 

oL 6€ r<:m:aoxovi:ec; ,:~v AaKWVLK~V r<;m;' apxai; µEv EOW(j)povouv, btd 8'oi'iv 
AuKOupyt9 ,:~v JtOA.Ll:eLUV EJtE'tpe'ljJav, wooihov umpeB<XAOV,:O WU<; linoui; 
WITTe µovOL ,:wv 'En~vwv KaL yf\i; KaL 8aMnT]<; btflp!;av, 8Lel:EA.WUV 1:e apxovi:e<; 
1:WV 'En~vwv EW<; U(j)eLA.OV,:O mhoui; ,:~v ~yiµovlav E>TJBULOL ... 'EnavLr<:O<; µ/,v 
oi'iv Eupuo8eVT] KUL IlpOKA.Ea (j)T]OL 8tm:a!;m ,:~v JtOArr:dav, "E(j)opoi; 8' btrnµg 
(j)~oai; Auicoupyou µ/,v au,:ov µT]8aµoi) µiµvflo8m, ,:a 8' EICELVO'U epya w'i:i; µ~ 
JtpOO~KO'UOLV avan8evm- µovt9 yoilv AUKO'Upyt9 Lepov L8pilo8m ICUL 8uw8m 
icm;' hoi;, EKeL voti; 61, Kalncp ... 

(Strabo is summarizing Ephorus' account of the early history ofLaconia). 
Those who had gained possession ofLaconia from the start exercised self
restraint, 13 but after they entrusted the politeia to Lycurgus, they surpassed 
the rest to such an extent that they alone of the Greeks ruled over both land 
and sea, and they continued ruling the Greeks until the Thebans took their 
hegemony from them 14 ••• Hellanicus says that Eurysthenes and Prokles drew 
up the politeia, but Ephorus censures him, saying that Hellanicus nowhere 
makes mention ofLy=gus and ascribes his doings to those to whom they 
do not belong. (Ephorus says that) at any rate to Ly=gus alone is a shrine 
dedicated and yearly sacrifices made, whereas Eurysthenes and Prokles ... 1s 

F173 (apud Schol. Pindar P. 1 120b) shows that Ephorus dated the 
establishment of the Lycurgan politeia to the early ninth century 
(11 generations after Herakles ), and Fl 18 strongly suggests that he believed 
that politeia continued to function until the early fourth century (the Battle 
ofLeuctra). If one recalls that Ephorus' account chronicled events between 
1069 /8 and 341/0,16 the importance of the Lycurgan politeia within the 
bounds of the Histories becomes apparent. According to Ephorus, the 
Spartans, thanks to the Lycurgan politeia, exercised hegemony for roughly 
500 of the 729 years covered in the Histories.17 
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None of the extant fragments provides a detailed picture of Ephorus' 
account of the workings of the Lycurgan po!iteia and in fact the best starting 
place for reconstructing Ephorus' views on that subject is his co=ents 
on the Cretan po!iteia preserved in F149. This fragment comes from 
Book 10, Chapter 4, Sections 16-20 of Strabo's Geographica. Section 16 
summarizes Ephorus' views on the principles on which the Cretan po!iteia 
was based, Sections 17 and 18 expatiate on the similarities between the 
Cretan and Spartan po!iteiai, Section 19 tells the story ofLycurgus' travels, 
and Section 20 discusses details of the Cretan po!iteia that seem to apply 
solely to Crete. In the interests of brevity, only the most relevant parts of 

the passage are reproduced here: 

(16) As for their (the Cretans') politeia, which is described by Ephorus, it 
may suffice to run through its most important provisions. The lawgiver, he 
says, seems to assume that eleutheria is the greatest good for poleis. For this 
alone makes good things (agatha) belong specifically to those who acquired 
them, whereas in a condition of slavery those good things belong to the 
rulers but not to the ruled. But it is necessary for those who have eleutheria 
to guard it. E--- - - -] Homonoia appears when dissension, which is the result 
of pleonexia and tryphe, is removed. All those who live in a self-restrained 
(sophronos) and simple manner encounter neither envy nor arrogance 
nor hatred towards those who are like them (homoioi). This is why he 
commanded the boys to frequent the age!ai as they are called, and the adult 
men to eat together in .FJSSitia, which they call andreia, so that the poorer, 
being fed at public expense, might have an equal share with the well-to-do. 
In order that andreia and not cowardice might prevail, he ordered that they 
be accustomed from boyhood to arms and toils, so that they would think 
nothing of burning heat and cold and steep, rugged roads and blows 
received in gymnasia and in regular battles. He also ordered that they be 
trained in both archery and in the war-dance, which the Curetes first 
discovered and later also the man who put in order the Pyrrhic dance, which 
took its name from him, so that not even their games were without a share 
in those things that are useful in war ... 

(17) (Ephorus states that) it is said by some writers that the majority of the 
things that are considered to be Cretan are Laconian in origin but that the 
truth is that they were invented by the Cretans and perfected by the 
Spartiates. The Cretans, he says, when their poleis, most especially that of 
the Knossians, were devastated, paid no heed to military affairs, but some 
of their institutions remained in use among the Lyttians and Gortynians and 
certain other small towns more so than among the Knossians. And in fact 
those who present the institutions of the Laconians as older than those of 
the Cretans cite as evidence the customs of the Lyttians. For theysay that 
the Lyttians being colonists of the Laconians preserve the customs of the 
mother city, since it is in any case simple-minded to present those who are 
better organized and better governed as emulators of their inferiors. But 
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these things are not well said. For in the first place it is necessary not to take 
the present state of things as evidence for how things stood in ancient times, 
because both peoples have undergone a complete reversal (etc; tavavtla 
frmipwv µetan:mtwt<:otwv). Indeed, in early times the Cretans ruled the seas 
as a r~sult of which the proverb 'the Cretan is ignorant of the sea' is used t; 
descnbe those making themselves out not to know things which they do 
know ... 

(18) (Efhorus states that) Lycurgus the lawgiver of the Spartiates was five 
generatlons later than Althaimenes, the leader of the colony to Crete. It is 
related that Althaimenes was the son of Kissos, who founded Argos at 
about the same time as Prokles synoecized Sparta, and it is agreed by all that 
Lycurgus was born six generations after Prokles ... Both the dancing that is 
customary ~ong the Lacedaimonians and the rhythms and paians that are 
sung according to law and many other of their institutions are called Cretan 
by the Lacedaimonians, as if they originated in Crete. Some of their 
magistracies are administered in the same way and have the same names, 
such as the office of the gerontes and that of the hippeis ... But while the ephors 
have the same responsibilities as the kosmoi in Crete they are named 
differently... ' 

(19) (Ephorus states that) it is said by the Cretans that Lycur=s came to 
them for the following reason. Polydektes was the older '\rather of 
Lycurgus. When Polydektes died, he left behind a pregnant wife. Therefore 
Lycurgus ruled for a time in place of his brother, but when the child was 
born L~curgus b~c_ame the guardian of the child, to whom the kingship fell. 
A certaln man railing at Lycurgus said that he knew clearly that Lycur=s 
would be king. Lycurgus, suspecting that because of.such talk there wocld 
~e slanderous rumors that he was plotting against the child, and fearing that 
1fby chance the child should die he would be blamed by his enemies, sailed 
away t~ Crete. This is said to be the reason for his sojourn in Crete. When 
he arnved, he associated with Thales, a melic poet and lawgiver. After 
L~curis'.1s learned from Thales how both Rhadamanthys in earlier times and 
Minos m later times presented their laws to men as if the laws came from 
Zeus, 2:11-d after spending time in.Egypt learning the institutions there, and, 
ac_cording to some, m~eting Homer, who was living in Chios, Lycurgus 
sailed back home agam and found Charilaos, the son of his brother 
Polydektes, holding the kingship. He next hastened to frame laws· he went 
back ~d forth to the god at Delphi and brought ordinances back from that 
place, Just like Minos' associates had brought their ordinances from the cave 
of~eus, most of his ordinances being similar to theirs (ev .6.a).cpo'Lc;, 1<:cmLSav 
t<:OµL~OVta ta Jtpootayµata, t<:a9amp oL mpl, Mlvw Et<: wO livtpou toil .6.u'Jc; 
napan:1.~oLa Et<:eLvoLc; ta n1.ilw). . 

1:'he lawgiver mentioned at the beginning of Section 16.cannot be LycurQ"Us 
smce the person in question was responsible for the Cretan poli:ia. 
(Ephorus presumably had either Minos or Rhadamanthys in mind.) 
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Nonetheless, it is clear that Ephorus saw the Lycurgan po!iteia as being 
derived from and very similar to a Cretan model.18 He argued that Cretan 
practices which other authors understood as being derived from Sparta in 
fact originated in Crete before being taken up by the Spartans, portrayed 
Lycurgus as having traveled to Crete and having learned from Thales about 
the laws of Minos and Rhadamanthys prior to legislating for Sparta, and 
stated that most of Lycurgus' ordinances were similar to those of Minos 
and Rhadamanthys. In F148, examined in detail below, Polybius caustically 
criticizes Ephorus for describing Crete and Sparta as nearly identical in 
regard to their po!iteiai. According to Polybius, 'Ephorus, apart from the 
names, makes use of the same terminology in explaining each of these 
po!iteiai so that, unless one should pay attention to the proper names, it 
would in no way be possible to tell which of the two he was describing'. 

It seems safe, therefore, to use Strabo's summary ofEphorus' account 
of the Cretan po!iteia to reconstruct the outlines of the latter's description 
of the Lycurgan po!iteia. The Lycurgan po!iteia was based on the principles 
that e!eutheriawas the highest public good and was assured by the existence 
of homonoia and andreia among the citizen body. Homonoia was fostered by 
living in a self-restrained and simple fashion and by placing boys into a 
structured educational system and men into commensal groups. These 
measures eliminated dissension by removing tryphi, pleonexia, envy, 
arrogance, and hatred.Andreiawas assured by mandatory, rigorous physical 
training that toughened males' bodies and prepared them for war. 

One further feature of F149 - an enigmatic statement about e!eutheria 
and agatha found at the beginning of Section 16 - merits attention because 
it speaks to the property regime in Crete and hence presumably in Sparta. 
The relevant passage reads as follows: 

COKEL OE, cpl]CTlv, 6 voµo8E,l]S µtyw,ov urcoefoem W.L£ JCOAWLV a:ya86v ,~v 
£AE1J8Eplav- µOVT]V yap 1:r:J.'\Jcl]V 'CoLa JCOLELV ,wv Kcl]CTO.µEvwv ,a ayo.86., ,a o' ev 
oou1'.zlq. ,wv apx6vi;wv CJ.AA' ouxt ,wv apxoµivwv dvm-

The lawgiver, he says, seems to assume that e!eutheria is the greatest good for 
po!eis. For this alone makes agatha belong specifically to those who acquired 
them, whereas in a condition of slavery agatha belong to the rulers but not 
to the ruled. 

Some translators of the Geographica such as Jones in the Loeb series have 
taken agatha to mean 'property' or 'wealth'. If one assigns that meaning to 
agatha, this passage might be construed to mean that the underlying 
purpose of the Cretan po!iteia was to assure that private property remained 
in the hands of its rightful owners.19 This reading would imply that 
Ephorus portrayed private property as a foundational element of the 
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Cretan· and Spartan po!iteiai. That would run counter to much of the 
relevant ancient literature, which, starting with Xenophon (Lak. Pol. 6), 
emphasized the unusual extent to which property was communally held 
in Sparta. The crux of the issue is of course the meaning of agatha. 

We can be reasonably confident that the specific term agatha was part 
of the original text of the Histories (and not a product of Strabo's 
paraphrasing). Diodorus' discussion ofLycurgus' visit to the Delphic oracle 
to inquire about what sort of customs he should establish for the 
Lacedaimonians reads as follows: 

,6 OE iczcp6.1'.mov ~v on µzyl0,l]v rcp6voLav rco,l],fov fo,tv 6µovolas icat 
avopdas;, ws o,a µ6vwv 1:0'llc(l)V cf\s £AE1J8Eplas cpuAcmwem ouvaµEVTJS, ~s 
xwpts O'UOEV OcpeAOS ova' lino n ,wv rcapa 1:0LS JCOAAOLS UJCELAT]µµivwv 
aya8wv hav 1\1:ipo,s UJC~KOOV OV,O.· rc6.v,a yap ,a 1:0Laiha ,wv ~youµivwv, 
ou ,wv urco,nayµivwv fo,lv- &01:' z'Crczp ns tau,0 ~O'lJAE,m icat µ~ ,ois 
liAAOLS K,~0a08m i:a ayo.86., rcpw,6v fon KO.t0.0Ke1J0.01:EOV i:~v £Ae1J8Eplav. 
(7.12.3) 

The main point (of the oracle) was that it was necessary to give the most 
careful forethought to homonoia and andreia, since it is by these alone that it 
is possible to preserve eleutheria, without which nothing anyone possesses is 
useful to him nor any other thing from among those things considered to 
be agatha by most men, seeing that he is subjected to others. For all such 
things belong to the rulers, not to the ruled. As a result, if anyone wishes to 
acquire agatha for himself and not for others, it is necessary first to prepare 
eleutheria. . 

This section ofDiodorus' Bib!iotheca does not include a source citation and 
is not part of J acoby's collection of Ephorus fragments. It comes from a 
relatively long treatment of Lycurgus and the Lycurgan po!iteia (running 
from 7.12.1-8) the entirety of which cannot be confidently described as 
being directly derived from Ephorus.20 However, the subject matter, 
concepts, and phrasing in 7.12.3 are so similar to those found in F149 and 
other attributed fragments as to make its derivation from the Histories 
nearly certain. This is important in the present context because the 
appearance of agatha in both Strabo's and Diodorus' paraphrases of 
Ephorus' treatment of the Cretan and Spartan po!iteiai indicates that it 
featured in the Histories. (Given that Ephorus saw the Cretan and Spartan 
po!iteiai as nearly identical, the fact that agatha is used in relation to Sparta 
in 7.12.3 rather than Crete as in F149 is not a problem.) 

In regard to the meaning of this term in F149, a good starting place is 
to keep in mind that agatha typically meant something like 'blessings' or 
'good things'.21 It had a very different range of denotations and 
connotations than other words such as ktema or chremata that more 
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specifically indicated property or wealth. Its usage instead of ktema or 
chremata in F149 is thus significant. 

A more precise sense of the meaning of agatha in F149 can be had from 
Plato's Laws. Paula Perlman has recently explored the historiographical 
basis for the belief, widespread in the Greek world after the fourth century, 
that most or all of the po leis in Crete shared a single politeia. 22 In a compelling 
piece of analysis, she showed that the description of the so-called 
Cretan politeia in Plato's Laws, Ephorus' Histories, Aristotle's Politics, and 
Herakleides Lembus' epitome of the Aristotelian Politeia Kreton all drew 
heavily on a single treatise, which was probably authored at the Academy 
during Aristotle's time there. 23 The Laws are particularly important because 
the treatise on the Cretan politeia, as a product of the Academy, was heavily 
influenced by Plato's thinking. Ephorus imported information and ideas 
about the Cretan politeia either directly from this treatise or from the Laws. 24 

There was, as a result, a close relationship between the discussions of the 
Cretan politeia in the Laws and in the Histories. 

The link between the discussions of the Cretan politeia found in F149 
and in the Laws is evident in similarities in content and vocabulary. The 
Laws begins with the Athenian stranger asking Kleinias to discourse upon 
why Cretan laws ordain the existence of syssitia, gymnasia, and military 
equipment. Kleinias replies that they were all designed for war: 

IWL OXEOOV <X'VE1Jp~ow;, O'U'l:(J) OKOJl:Ul'V, i:ov Kpl]l:Ul'Y voµoeei:T]V we; ELc; i:ov 
n:6t..zµov fumvi:a 6T]µoolq. 1<:at Lclq. i:a v6µ,µa ~µ'i:v an:o~t..rnwv ouvna1:;ai:o, 
KC(L rni:a i:aili:a O'U'l:(J) (p1JACX1:1:cL'V n:apeCWKE i:ovc; v6µouc;, we; 1:Ul'Y UAA(J)'V 
01JCJc'YOc; 01JCJEV ocpct..Oc; O'V O'U'l:E K:1:'T]µai:wv oui:' Em'l:'T]CJ£1Jµai:wv, liv µiJ i:0 
n:ot..EµC\) apa Kpai:'fi nc;, n:avi:a M i:a 1:UlV 'YLKWµevwv ayaea 1:Ul'V 'VLKW'V'l:(J)'Y 
ylyvwem. (626a-b) 

And if you look at the matter from this point of view you will find it 
practically true that our Cretan lawgiver ordained all our legal usages, both 
public and private, with an eye to war, and that he therefore charged us with 
the task of guarding our laws safely, in the conviction that without victory 
in war nothing else, whether possession or institution, is of the least value, 
but all the agatha of the vanquished fall into the hands of the victors. (trans. 
R. G. Bury, adapted slightly) 

The parallels with the corresponding section of F149 are immediately 

obvious. The subjects in both cases are the lawgiver responsible for the 
Cretan politeia and the overriding purpose of that politeia, and the wording 
employed is nearly identical. Moreover, Diodorus' ~c; xwptc; oucev ocpzt..oc; 
01JCJ' Ut..AO U 1:Ul'V n;apa i:o'i:c; Jl:Ot..AOLc; 1Jn:£Lt..'T]µµEVW'V <l'(Cl6Ul'V, Which probably 
derives from the Histories, bears strong resemblances to Plato's we; i:wv 
oXAwv 01JCcVOc; 01JCJE'V O(pcAOc; O'V O'Ul:E K:i:'T]µai:wv oui:' En:LL'T]CJ£1Jµai:wv. Those 
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resemblances help confirm Ephorus' reliance either on the treatise on the 
Cretan politeia used by Plato or on the Laws in writing his own account of 
Minos' and Rhadamanthys' ordinances. 

It is thus possible to use the Laws to help understand the meaning of 
agatha in F149. 

In the passage from the Laws quoted above, agatha consist of both 
possessions and institutions. In the text that follows, Plato makes a 
sustained effort to define agatha mote closely as part of an effort to show 
that war should not be the overriding purpose of a state. The Athenian 
stranger makes mention of the famous priamel in Tyrtaeus F12, which he 
paraphrases as follows: 

oui:' /iv µV'T]OalµT]v oui:' E'V AO'(C\) av6pa n6dµ'T]v oui:' E'l nc; Jl:A01JOLW1:Cl1:0c; 
av6pwn:wv c'l'T] ... oui:' zt JWt..t..CJ. ayaea KcK:i:'T]µevoc;, cITT(J)V OXEMv futavi:a, oc; µiJ 
mpl, i:ov n:6t..cµov apunoc; '/L'('YOLL' ad. (629a-b) 

I would neither make mention of a man in speech nor would I take-any 
account of him, even ifhe were the richest of men, nor ifhe possessed many 
good things (po/la agatha), (and he names nearly all of them)25 unless he was 
always best in war. 

This passage constructs an opposition between wealth and agatha, and 
reference is made to Tyrtaeus' exhaustive list of good things. (That list 
consists of athletic prowess, physical beauty, wealth, power, persuasiveness, 
and fame.) The Athenian stranger goes on to construct his own 
categorization: 

C)LJl:AU M ayaea fonv, ta µev av6pwmva, i:a ()£ 6Efo ... i:aili:a ()£ n:avi:a EKEL 'Y(J)'V 
Eµn:poo6EV 1:€1:ClK'l:m (p'IJOH, KUL ()Tj KUL 1:4) voµo6ei:t] 1:UK:1:EO'V O'\JTWc;. (631b-d) 

There are two kinds of agatha, human and divine ... (Plato names and ranks 
the lesser/human agatha as health, beauty, bodily strength, and wealth and 
the greater/ divine agatha as wisdom, temperance, justice, and courage.) All 
these (the divine agatha) are by nature ranked before the others (the human 
agatha) and it is necessary for the lawgiver to rank them in this way.26 

As Perlman points out, wealth appears as the last and least important of the 
lesser/human agatha. This is as one would expect given Plato's deep 
mistrust of private property. 

We are now in a good position to consider the meaning of agatha in 
F149. In view of the vocabulary employed m F149 and Diodorus 7.12.3, 
it is very likely that the specific term agatha appeared in Ephorus' original 
Greek. In view of the close connections between the descriptions of the 
Cretan politeia in Ephorus' Histories and Plato's Laws and the effort Plato 

expended on defining agatha in relation to the Cretan politeia, it is equally 
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likely that Ephorus used agatha with the Laws in mind. More specifically, 
when Ephorus used agatha in describing the Cretan politeia he very probably 
intended it to carry its Platonic valences, so that it embraced a wide range 
of'blessings' and 'good things' of which property and wealth were the least 

important. 
This reading of F149 is congruent with Ephorus' emphasis on the 

importance of austerity in the preservation of a state. It also finds support 
in F205 (apitd Plut. Lys. 17.1-2), which indicates that, according to 
Ephorus, gold and silver coinage did not circulate in Sparta before the end 

of the Peloponnesian War: 

Gylippos, after adding such a shameful and ignoble deed to his previous 
brilliant and great accomplishments, removed himself from Lacedaimon. 
The most prudent of the Spartiates, not least on account of Gylippos' 
actions, fearing the power of money, since it was laying hold of prominent 
citizens, both reproached Lysander and earnestly entreated the ephors to 
purge Sparta of all silver and gold as if they were imported curses. The 
ephors deliberated on the matter. And Theopompus says it was Skiraphidas, 
Ephorus that it was Phlogidas, who declared that they ought not to admit 
gold or silver coins into the po!is, but use the traditional currency. This was 
made of iron ... 27 

The portrayal ofLycurgan Sparta as an austere place in which wealth was 
devalued that emerges from F149 fits nicely with the ostensible absence of 

gold and silver coinage evident from F205. 
We can now turn our attention to the last and most challenging of the 

five fragments that describe the Lycurgan politeia, F148, which is preserved 
in Polybius 6.45-6. In this passage Polybius seeks to prove that Ephorus, 
Xenophon, Callisthenes, and Plato were all wrong in saying that the Cretan 

and Spartan politeiai were alike: 

(6.45.1) 'ErcL DE TTJV Kprp;mwv µew~avi:m; al;LOV emmf\crm Kal:U ()1)0 ,:p6n:ouc; 
rrwc; ot ;\.oyu{n:m:oL i:wv a.pxalwv cruyypacpewv, "Ecpopoc;, 3Evocpwv, 
Kanweev11c;, IIMi:wv, rrpwi:ov µiov oµolav dval (j)UCJL wL TTJV aut'TjV Tfi 
AaKEDmµovlwv, <)EUtEPOV 6' €JtaLVHTJV (2) urrapxoucrav O.JtO(j)ULVO'\JCJLV· ciJV 
ou6eupov at..T]8Ec; (3) Etval µoL 6oKEL. crKom'l,v 6' BK i:o1hwv rr6.pwn. wL 
:rtpwi:ov u:rtep i:f\c; avoµOL6i:11i:oc; bLEl;LµEv. ,:fie; µev 11'1] AaKelimµovlwv :rtOA.LtELac; 
'l6LOV ei.val (j)C(CJL :rtpwi:ov µsv ,:6. :rtepL ,:6.c; ilyyaLouc; Kt~CJELI;, ciJV oullevL µei:ecrn 
:rtA.ELOV, <lA.A.0. :rtavi:ai; wui; :rtot..li:ai; 'laov ~xew (4) OEL ,:f\i; :rtOA.LtLICTJI,; xwpai;, 
6EUi:epov ,:a mpL t'l]V wO 6Lacp6pou 1ei:f\ow, ~c; eLi; i:at..oi; Modµou n:ap' aui:o'Li; 
u:rtapxouCJTji; &pliT]V EiC i:f\i; :rtOA.LtElai; avnpf\cr9m cruµ~alveL t'l]V mpL ,:o :rtA.efov 
KaL ,:O'UA.C(t,:OV (j)LA.onµLav. ,:pl,:ov :rtapa Aa1ee6mµovl0Li; oL µev ~C((JLA.ELI,; atliLO'V 
~XO'\JCJL t'l]V apx~v, oL M :rtpocrayopeu6µevoL yapovi:ei; IILO. ~lou, IIL' d)V 1eaL µe6' 
&v :rtavi:a (6.46.1) XELpl!;ei:m ,:a ICC('tO. t'l]V :rtOA.L'tElav. :rtapa M KpT]taLEilCJL 
:rtClV'tC\ ,:01),:0LI,; u:rt6.pxeL i:avavi:la• ,:~v ,:e yap xwpav 1eai:a MvaµLv au,:o'l,c; 
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EcpLixCJLV ot v6µm, i:6 IITJ (2) ;\.ey6µevov, de; fuc:apov Ktucrem, i:6 tE c>Lacpopov 
EKtETLµT]'taL :rtap' au,:01,c; EJtL ,:ocroihov WO,:E µTj µ6vov avaywlav, &.na wL 
wUlcri:T]v ELvm bOKELV t'l]V (3) ,:o{,,:ou Ktf\crw. w86;\.ou 9' 6 :rtEpL ,'l]v 
atcrxpodp6e.av rnL :rtA.EOVEl;lav ,:p6rroi; 01hwi; emxwpLat;eL :rtap'aui:o'i:c; WITTE 
Jtapa µ6vmi; KpT]taLEiJCJL ,:6)v 0.Jt(XV,:(l)V ( 4) av8pwn:wv µT]OEV aLcrxpov 
voµll;ecrem dp6oc;. wL µ'l]V ,:a Kal:U ,6.c; apxac; €JtEtELa nap' aui:o'i:c; ECJ'tL KaL 
(5) IIT]µOKPU'tLK'l]V EXEL 6ux9EOLV. WCJtE JtOA.A.CT.KLc; iiLaJtopdv n:wc; 'l]µLv JtEpL ,wv 
t'l]V ilvav,:lav cpfoLv h6vi:wv wi; oLKelwv KaL cruyyevwv ov,cov an~t..oLc; 
el;t]yyEA.KUCJL. (6) rnL xwpLc; ,:oi) n:apa~A.ffiELV i:6.c; 1:T]A.LICC(Utac; ciLacpopac; wL 
JtOA.1JV ii~ nva Myov EV emµe,p<p 1iLai:l8evi:m, (j)UCJKOVtEc; ,ov AuKoilpyov 
µ6vov 'tWV (7) yeyov6,wv ,6. CJ'\Jvaxovi;a ,E8ECOPTJKEVm· b'\JELV yap ov,:cov, iiL' cilv 
crc(it;nm n:oA.li:euµa JtUV, ,:f\c; n:poc; wuc; JtOA.Eµlouc; avcipdac; wL i:f\c; n:poc; crcpuc; 
aui:ouc; oµovolac;, avnpTJICOta 1:TJV JtA.EOVEl;lav a.µa i:aui:n CJ'\JVUVTIPTJKEVCXL Jtucrav 
Eµ(j)'IJA.LOV iiLa<popav KUL (J't(l(JLV· (8) TI KaL AaKeiimµovlouc;, EKtoc; ovi;ac; ,:wv 
K:UKWV 1:0'IJ't(l)V, KC!A.A.LITTa i:wv 'EU~vcov ,6. Jtpoc; crcpuc; aui:ouc; (9) Jt0A.Ll:EUECJ8m 
KaL CJ'\Jµcppove'l,v i:aui:a. ,:ai),:a 6' CiJtO(j)T]VClµEVOL, rnL 9ewpoilvi:ec; EK 
n:apa8foewc; Kp11i:mdc; 6 La 1:TJV eµcpu,:ov crcplcrL n:t..eovel;lav ev n:;\.elcri:mc; 
lcilq. (1eaL) Kata KOLVOV (J't(l(JECJL KaL cp6voLc; KaL JtOA.EµOLc; eµcpuAloLc; 
avacri:pecpoµevouc;, ou/iiov o'Cov,:m Jtpoc; crcpuc; dvm, eappoilcri M A.EYELV we; 
(10) oµolwv ov,:wv ,wv JtOA.LtEUµai:cov. 6 6' "Ecpopoc; xwpLc; 'tWV ovoµa,:wv rnL 
i:aic; ;\,{l;wL KEXPTJtm ,:a'l,c; aui:a'i:c;, un:ep eKai:epac; n:oLouµevoc; i:f\c; n:ot..mlac; 
el;~yT]CJLV, WITT', et nc; µTj ,:o'l,c; K:UploLc; ov6µaCJL JtPOCJEXOL, Kata µ11Mva ,p6n:ov 
/iv Mvacrem iiLayvwvm JtEpL 6n:oi:epac; JtOLELtm ,:~v iiL~YT]CJLV. 

(6.45.1) Passing to the po!iteia of the Cretans, there are two points that merit 
attention: How do the most learned of the ancient writers, Ephorus, 
Xenophon, Callisthenes, Plato, say in the first place that it is similar to that 
of the Lacedaimonians and in the second place (2) portray it as worthy of 
praise? It seems to me (3) that neither of these assertions is true. It is 
possible to see that this is so from the following considerations. First we will 
go through in detail the dissimilarity of the two po!iteiai. They say that the 
defining traits of the po!iteia of the Lacedaimonians are, first, those 
concerning landed property, by which no one possesses more than another, 
but all the citizens must possess (4) an equal share of the po!itike chora; 
second, those concerning the acquisition of wealth, which is completely 
discredited among them, as a result of which competition about who has 
more and who less is entirely removed from the po!iteia. Third, among the 
Lacedaimonians the kings hold a permanent office, those known as gerontes 
are chosen for life; by these and with these all affairs (6.46.1) pertaining to 
the po!iteia are conducted. Among the Cretans the exact reverse of all these 
arrangements obtains. For the laws allow them to possess as much land as 
they can get with no limitation whatsoever, (2) as the saying goes, and 
money is so highly valued among them that its possession is not only 
thought to be necessary, but also a most beautiful thing. (3) And in fact their 
customs pertaining to base desire for gain and p!eonexia are such that only 
among the Cretans of all peoples (4) is no stigma attached to any sort of 
gain. And among them all their offices are a!l?ual and the selection of office 
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holders is conducted (5) in a democratic fashion. I have therefore often felt 
at a loss how they report about things that are opposite by nature as if ~ey 
were cognate and related to each other. (6) ~d_apart from overlooking 
these large differences, they in the bargain discuss these matters at 
considerable length, asserting that Lycurgus was the only man (7) who 
grasped the matters of importance in re,,,oard to k~eping_a stat~ together. For 
there beino- two things by means of which the enttre polzteuma 1s safeguarded, 
andreia in tlie face of the enemy and homonoia among the citizens, Lycurgus 
removed p!eonexia and at the same time removed ~ong ~th it '.111 civic 
discord and stasis. (S) They also say that the Lacedaimoruans, ~e1:11g free 
from these evils, are the best of the Greeks in their conduct of their 1nternal 
affairs (9) and in their spirit of union. But while asserting these_ ~gs,_ and 
though they see that in contrast the Cretans_ because_ ~f their 1ngra1ned 
p!eonexia are roiled by countless pub~c and p:1vate seditions and murders 
and civil wars, they think that these things are 1rrelevant and dare to say that 
(10) the two po!iteumata are siniilar. Ephorus, apart from the n~e_s, makes 
use of the same terminology in explaining each of these polz_tezaz so that, 
unless one should pay attention to the proper names, it would 1n no way be 
possible to tell which of the two he was describing.28 

This fraQUJ.ent contains two separate blocks of information about Sparta, 
one arti~ulated in 45.1--4 and another at 46.6-9. The interpretation of the 

first block has been the subject of vigorous debate. Polybius states that 'they 
say' (cpacrL) that there are three defining traits of the Spartan politeia: (1) 3:1l 
citizens must hold the same amount of the politike chora, (2) money 1s 
discredited and hence competition over wealth is absent, and (3) the kings 
have hereditary office and gerontes are chosen for life. Starting with Curt 
Wachsmuth in 1870, a number of scholars have understood this character
ization of the Lycurgan politeia to be taken directly from Ephorus' Histories. 

Wachsmuth arg-ued that the subject of qmcrL in 45.3 is the four authors 
listed in 45.1 and that Polybius really had Ephorus in mind when he 
complained about historians who believed the Cretan and Spartan politeiai 
to be very similar.29 Wachsmuth pointed to the end of the passage (46.10), 
where Polybius refers solely to Ephorus. In addition, n~ither Xenophon 
nor Plato refer to equal distribution ofland in Sparta, leavrng only Ephorus 

and Callisthenes.30 The idea that the subject of cpacrL was in effect Ephorus 
was widely accepted by later scholars, including Walbank in his definitive 
commentary on Polybius. 

Walbank summarized and supplemented Wachsmuth's arguments. At 
48.1-8 Polybius, after briefly touching on the politeiai of Plato's ideal state, 
Rome, and Carthage, returns to the Lycurgan politeia. He states that: 

OOKEL otj µoL A'uwGpyos :rr:pos µev 1:0 crcplcrw 6µovOELV wus :rr:oA.l-cas KUL :rr:pos 
-co ,TJV AaKWVLKTJV ,T]pE'Lv a.crcpaM:is, fo oe -cnv EA.EU6Eplav oLacpuM-c-cELV -cu 
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LJtap-cn /3E/3alws, ounrJS vEvoµo6E,T]KEvm KaL npovEvofjcr8m JCaA.WS wcr,E 
eaoi:epav 1:TJV (3) £JtLVOLUV ~ JCal:' av8pwnov mho-0 voµl1;Ew. ;'j µev yap JtEpL 
i:ac; KctjcrELc; lcr6n1c; JCaL mpL 1:TJV olmmv acpEA.cLU KaL KOLVOcTJc; crwcppovac; µev 
EµEAA.E 1:0us w-c' lolav j3louc; napacrKEua1;Ew, acr,acrlacr1:0v o/; i:nv KOLVTJV 
Jtapel;w8m Jt0A.L1:ELUV, il OE JtPOS i:ous Jtovouc; JCaL :rr:poc; ,a OELVCJ. 1:WV Epywv 
aCTKTJCTLc; o:Adµouc; KaL ( 4) yEvvalouc; anoi:EA.ECTELV avcipac;. l1<:a-cipwv OE 1:0u,wv 
6µ0-0 cruvcipaµ6vi:wv clc; µlav "lj!uxnv ~ JtOA.LV, avcipclac; KaL crwcppocruvric;, oui:' 
tl; all,wv cpuvm wdav cllµap/;c; o-u8' vno ,wv JtEA.ac; xapw8fjvm MciLov. 
(5) CLomp ou,wc; 1<:aL OLCJ. 1:01!1:(l)V crucri:ricraµEvoc; 1:TJV JtOA.mlav, /3c/3alav µ/;v ,u 
cruµnacrn AaK:WVLKTI JtUPWKEUacrc 1:TJV acrcp<XA.cLav, JtOA.1lXPOVLOV OE 1:0"i:c; 
(6) LJtapna,mc; a1l1:0"i:c; O:JtEA.LJtE 1:TJV EA.E1J8cplav. 

Now it seems to me that with respect to maintaining concord among the 
citizens and guarding the security of Laconian territory, and also durably 
preserving e!eutheria in Sparta, Lycurgus legislated and exhibited foresight 
so admirably that his wisdom (3) should be reckoned more divine than 
human. For equality of possessions and a simple and shared lifestyle were 
calculated to provide self-restraint in the private lives of the citizens and 
produce a shared po!iteia free from stasis; training in enduring hardships and 
dangers was intended (4) to create brave and noble men. When both of 
these virtues, andreia and self-restraint (sophro!Jne), come together in a single 
soul or single po!is, evil will not easily originate from them nor will they be 
easily subdued by their neighbors. (5) On that account by constructing the 
po!iteia in this manner and from these elements, he ensured the enduring 
safety of all of Laconia and left to the (6) Spartiates themselves lasting 
e!etttheria. 

Walbank pointed to the strong resonances with F149 and concluded that 
Polybius was here drawing on Ephorus and that the appearance of equality 
of possessions at 48.3 meant that the list of defining traits of the Lycurgan 
politeia given at 45.3--4 (which includes equality oflandholdings) could thus 
also be traced back to Ephorus.31 

More recent scholarship has called into question this reading of F148. 
The basic argument found in this scholarship is that the subject of cpacrL at 
45.3 should be understood as indefinite so that it and the list of four 
authors at 45.1 have little to do with each other. In 1983 Jean Ducat 

pointed out that it would be strange if Ephorus argued that Spartan 

institutions were nearly identical to those of Crete and then wrote about 
basic features of the Lycurgan politeia such as rules about landholding and 
attitudes toward wealth that were idion (45.3) to Sparta. He took the 
position that cpacrL refers to opinions, widely shared in Polybius' time, about 
the then-extinct features of the traditional Spartan system. Based on the 
observations that Plutarch Lye. 8-9 contains statements about landholding 
and money-making very similar to those found in Polybius 6.45 and that 
those statements are presented in the same order as in Polybius, Ducat 
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postulated that both drew on a common source, possibly Hermippus or 
Sphaerus.32 Stephen Hodkinson has endorsed Ducat's reading of F148. 
Hodkinson added that the absence of the ephorate in Polybius' list of 
defining traits of the Spartan politeia is what one would expect from an 
account that drew on sources that post-dated I<leomenes and his claim 
that the ephors were not part of the original Lycurgan politeia (Plu. Cleom. 
7-10).33 

Ducat and Hodkinson have made a strong case for re-interpreting 
45.1---4. The information about Sparta in this part ofF148 probably reflects 
views of early Sparta that were widely accepted in Polybius' time. Those 
views were based in no small part on Ephorus' Histories, but they were also 
heavily influenced by the reforms of Agis and I<leomenes. It is, as a result, 
not possible to use in an uncritical fashion the list of defining traits of the 
Spartan politeia in 45.3---4 to reconstruct the details ofEphorus' description 
ofLycurgan Sparta. 

Nonetheless, Polybius remains helpful because 46.6-9 and 48.2-6 (the 
latter of which Jacoby did not include in Fl 48) almost certainly provide a 
general summary of Ephorus' views on the Lycurgan politeia. Ephorus is 
explicitly named in 46.10 and, while it is problematic to read that reference 
all the way back to 45.1---4, it can be easily tied into 46.6-9. Moreover there 
are striking similarities between Strabo's summary ofEphorus' descriptions 
of the Cretan and Lycurgan politeiai from F149 and Polybius' description 
of the Lycurgan politeia at 46.6-9 and 48.2-6. Those similarities strongly 
suggest that Polybius drew directly on the Histories in these parts of his 
work. 

Polybius supplements the information that can be derived from the 
other fr~oments of the Histories in two ways. First, insofar as Polybius writes 
that 'they into the bargain discuss these matters at considerable length, 
asserting that Lycurgus was the only man who grasped the matters of 
importance in regard to keeping a state together', it seems reasonable to 
conclude that Ephorus saw Lycurgus as a uniquely insightful figure and 
devoted much attention to him in the Histories. Second, the appearance of 
equality of landholdings at 45.3---4 and equality of possessions at 48.334 

raises the possibility that an equal division ofland carried out by Lycurgus 
was part ofEphorus' account ofLycurgan Sparta.35 This possibility will be 
considered at some length below. 

Unfortunately, there are no other attributed fr~oments of the Histories 
that describe either the Lycurgan or Cretan politeiai in any detail. In order 
to progress further in understanding Ephorus' portrayal of the Lycurgan 
politeia, it is necessary to place the fr~oments at our disposal in the context 
of the narrative in the Histories as a whole. 
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The narrative structure of the Histones 
'As a matter of principle, the function and meaning of any segment of a 
narrative should be judged from the nature of the entire work and not vice 
versa'.36 

This quote from Guido Schepens highlights a methodological principle 
that assumes special importance in regard to narratives that survive only in 
fr~oments. The meaning of any individual fr~oment can all too easily be 
misconstrued, or its finer nuances lost, if it is read in isolation. 

For an extended period of time it was difficult to place the fr~oments of 
the Histories in the context of the larger narrative from which they derived. 
This was obviously due in part to the piecemeal nature of the text as it has 
come down to us. Of equal importance, however, was the contempt for 
Ephorus that dominated twentieth-century scholarship. No great progress 
was made in delineating the overall structure of Ephorus' work because 
no great effort was made to do so. Fortunately, more recent scholarship has 
gone a long way toward making good this long-standing gap in our 
understanding of the Histories. 

The most important single piece of relevant scholarship is John 
Wickersham's Hegemoflj and Greek Historians. Wickersham argued that 
Ephorus constructed the Histories as a diadochy of hegemonies that rose 
and fell based on geography and the inter-related factors of politeia, 
education, and moral character.37 A combination of suitable geography and 
a politeia that fostered homonoia and andreia made it possible for a state to 
achieve hegemony and thus ensure its eleutheria. A key fragment in this 
regard is F118, which has the The bans taking away the Spartans' hegemony 
and which describes Spartan hegemony as a result of the establishment of 
the Lycurgan politeia. F149 is also signi£cant because it shows that Ephorus 
described the Lycurgan politeia as ensuring the eleutheria of Sparta by creating 
homonoia and andreia. 

The importance of geography is evident from F119 (apttdStr. 9.2.2): 

(Strabo quotes at length from Ephorus' description of the geography of 
Boeotia.) 

He (Ephorus) praises the country on account of these things, and he says 
that it is naturally suited to hegemony, but that the Boeotians did not make 
use of agoge orpaideia, nor did those who served as its leaders make provision 
for it,38 so that even if they achieved success at times, they maintained it 
only for a short period, as the case of Epameinondas shows. For after he 
died, the Thebans immediately lost hegemony, having had only a taste of it. 
The reason is that they did not esteem either logoi or contact with humanity, 
and cared only for military virtue ... 
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It is worth noting that in the fourth century the term agoge seems to have 
denoted discipline in general rather than the Spartan educational system in 
particular, which makes the pairing of agoge and paideia in this fr~oment 
comprehensible.39 Ephorus portrayed the Thebans as fortunate in regard 
to geography, but only fleetingly hegemons due to their lack of agoge and 
paideia (and hence presumably their inability to foster andreia). It seems that 
Ephorus believed that the Thebans did not possess an apposite politeia and 
that only Epameinondas made it possible for Thebes to become a 
hegemon. His unique ability to make good the Thebans' lack of discipline 
and education meant that Theban hegemony died with him. 

The Thebans were something of a special case b_ecause Ephorus 
evidently saw the loss of hegemony as usually resulting from the 
introduction of tryphe and a concomitant decline in andreia. This is most 
immediately evident from F183 (apud Ath. 523e), in which Ephorus gives 
an account of the rise and fall of Nfiletus: 

But the Milesians, as long as they abstained from luxury (ouk etryphon), 
conquered the Scythians, as Ephorus says, and both founded the cities on 
the Hellespont and settled the Black Sea region with famous cities, and 
everyone hastened to Miletus. But when they were conquered by pleasure 
and tryphe, the andreion of the city was put to flight, as Aristotle says, and a 
certain proverb was based on them, 'Once upon a time long ago the 
Milesians were brave'.40 

The arrival of tryphe among the Milesians erodes their andreia (and was 
probably linked to a subsequent loss of power and prestige).41 This 
obviously relates to the emphasis in F149 on the elimination of tryphe and 
pleonexia. 

The prominence of the sequential rise and fall of hegemonies within the 
Histories emerges from the frequency with which it appears in the extant 
fragments and from the wide temporal and spatial range in which Ephorus 
explored this phenomenon. We have already seen it applied to Sparta, 
Thebes, and Miletus. Other fragments make it clear that Ephorus did not 
confine his interest in hegemony to the leading states of Greece or to the 
main period covered in his narrative. F113 (apudStr. 5.2.4) gives an account 
of the earliest inhabitants of Greece, the Pelasgians: 

As for the Pelasgians, almost everyone agrees some ancient tribe bearing 
that name became preeminent in all of Greece and most especially among 
the Aeolians in Thessaly. Ephorus says that he is of the opinion that because 
they were originally Arcadians they chose a military lifestyle (stratiotikon bion) 
and that in converting many people to the same agoge, they passed on their 
name to all of them and acquired great distinction, both among the Greeks 
and among the rest of the peoples with whom they came into contact... 
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Ephorus' source for the information that the Pelasgians originated in 
J\..rcadia was Hesiod ... And Ephorus says that the Peloponnese was called 
Pelasgia ... 

Ephorus almost certainly portrayed the Pelasgians as having an austere 
lifestyle since he described them as originating in Arcadia, a proverbially 
impoverished place. The Pelasgians' military lifestyle makes it possible for 
them to spread out over much of Greece and to convert other people to 
their agoge. The subsequent disappearance of the Pelasgians - note tnat 
Ephorus states that the Peloponnese was once called Pelasgia - indicates 
that their hegemony disintegrated. 

Strabo (10.3.2) preserves another relevant fragment (F122), in which 
Ephorus describes the Aetolians: 

Ephorus, after saying that the Aetolians were a people that had never 
become subject to others but that throughout all time of which there is 
memory had remained undevastated (aportheton), both because of the 
ruggedness of their country and because of their training in war (periton 
po!emon askesin), says that in the beginning the Curetes held the entire 
country, but when Aetolos the son of Endymion arrived from Elis and 
conquered them in war, the Curetes withdrew to what is now called 
Acarnania, while the Aetolians returned with the Epeians and founded the 
most ancient cities of Aetolia, and in the tenth generation after that Elis was 
settled by Oxylos the son of Haemon who crossed over from Aetolia. 

Once again geography makes an appearance, as does training in military 
excellence, with the result that the Aetolians remain unconquered. 

F113 and F122 are particularly significant because they show that Ephorus 
explored the patterned rise and fall of hegemonies outside the primary 
temporal frame of his narrative. Diodorus ( 4.1.3 [T8]) makes it clear that 
Ephorus 'passed over ancient mythoi' and chose to begin his account with 
the Return of the Herakleidai, and Strabo (9 .3.1 [F31 b]) states that Ephorus 
censured historians for inserting myths into their works. As Giovanni 
Parmeggiani has shown, Ephorus was less concerned about drawing a sharp 
distinction between the spatium mythicum and the spatium historicttm than 
about separating myth from truth. Ephorus saw the Return of the Herakleidai 
as an important marker and did not devote a clearly distinguished narrative 
space to the period prior to that event. He did, however, discuss events 
before the Return of the Herakleidai when he believed they were relevant 
to his main narrative.42 F113 is set in the distant past, as is F122 since it 
discusses Aetolian history beginning ten generations before Oxylos, a 
contemporary of the Herakleidai. Ephorus' willingness to look at instances 
of the rise and fall of hegemonies in the distant past is a o-ood indication 

. b 
of the 1mportance of this issue within the bounds of the Histories. 
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The preceding discussion of the narrative structure of the Histories makes 
it possible to generate a clearer sense of the importance Ephorus assigned 
to the Lycurgan politeia and of how he described that politeia. He focused on 
hegemony, which he saw as the result of geography and proper politeia. He 
portrayed Sparta as holding hegemony in Greece for almost three-quarters 
of the period covered in the Histories and traced the o~o-ins of Spartan 
hegemony to the establishment of the Lycurgan politeia. 

Ephorus must, therefore, have described Sparta and the Lycurgan politeia 
in considerable detail. Although his account ofLaconian geography is not 
preserved, it is very likely that Ephorus characterized it as in some way 
favorable to hegemony.43 We have already seen that Ephorus wrote at 
length about the interconnected Cretan and Spartan politeiai, which may 
well have served in the Histories as archetypes by which others were 
measured. The extant fragments and the overall narrative trajectory of the 
Histories indicate that Ephorus characterized Lycurgus as a uniquely 
insio-htful lawciver who a-ave careful attention to the creation of both 
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homonoia, via the elimination of tryphe and pleonexia and the establishment 
of commensality and austerity, and of andreia, via the imposition of rigorous 
training. The specific terms agoge (which is connected to the Arcadians in 
Fl 13 and which is seen as lacking in Thebes in Fl 19) and paideia (which 
also appears in Fl 19) are not employed in the extant fragments pertaining 
to Sparta or to Crete. However, F149 includes a discussion of the training 
regime by means of which the Cretans inculcated andreia in boys, and it is 
likely that in the original text of the Histories Ephorus used both agoge and 
paideia in discussing the Lycurgan politeia. 

Ephorus must also have recounted the loss of Spartan hegemony with 
some care. The attributed fragments do not provide much insight into this 
part of the Histories, but it is significant that Ephorus discussed the 
introduction of gold and silver coinage into Sparta after the Peloponnesian 
War (F205). Given the emphasis on the elimination of tryphe in Crete and 
Sparta in F149 and its role in Miletus' downfall in F183, it is a reasonable 
deduction that it also played a major part in Sparta's decline. Here again 
Diodorus' discussion of the Lycurgan politeia in Book 7 of his Bibliotheca is 
potentially helpful. Diodorus ends that discussion with the following 
observations: 

The Lacedaimonians, making use of the laws of Ly=gus, starting from a 
humble position became the most powerful of the Greeks and maintained 
their hegemony for more than 400 years. But afterward, on account of little 
by little neglecting each of (Lycurgus') laws and turning toward tryphe and 
relaxation (rathymia), and becoming so corrupted as to use coined money 
and to amass wealth, they lost their hegemony. (7.12.8) 
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Given the strong resonances with FF149, 183, and 205, 7.12.8 likely 
preserves an accurate summary ofEphorus' views on Sparta's downfall.44 

The picture constructed to this point of Ephorus' account of the 
Lycurgan politeia and how it fit into the Histories as a whole helps makes it 
possible to take one further, important step forward, by connecting 
Ephorus' treatment of the Lycurgan politeia to his discussion of the 
Scythians. 

Spartans and Scythlans in the Histones 
It is now a commonplace that historical narratives are always and inevitably 
literary texts. While the goals of historians may differ from those, for 
example, of poets, writers working within the same cultural tradition draw 
on a finite number of literary techniques to communicate with their 
readers. Herodotus was a master of ring composition and paradigmatic 
storytelling in the epic mode. Thucydides drew on tragedy for plotting and 
made excellent use of juxtaposition. Ephorus seems to have -had a 
predilection for the use of contrast. The appeal of contrast is obvious for 
an author seeking to document the rise and fall of hegemonic states. We 
have already seen a strong before-and-after element in Ephorus' comments 
on the Milesians. The same can be said of his description of Sparta and 
Crete, since Strabo states that, according to Ephorus, 'it is necessary not to 
take the present state of things as evidence for how things stood in ancient 
times, because both peoples have undergone a complete reversal' (F148).45 

Another form of contrast is found in F42 (apud Str. 7.3.9). In this 
fragment, Ephorus draws a strong distinction between two groups of 
Scythians, one of which is so savage as to eat human flesh, and another, the 
nomadic Scythians, who are the most just of men and live on mares' milk: 

VEcpopoc; o' EV Tfj ,ETapi:n µtv ,fjc; tai:oplac; Eupw:n:n o' ?mypacpoµivn j3l/31c4J, 
rrspwosuoac; i;~v EupW:11:TjV µEXPL LICU8wv ml, ,EA.EL (pTjOLV dvm 1:(l)V 1:E anwv 
LK1J8wv ical, ,wv Laupoµmwv ,ovc; /3louc; avoµolouc;· i:ovc; µiov yap dvm 
xa1cmovc; WO,£ Kat av8pw:n:ocpaye'Lv, i:ovc; OE ical, i;&v UAAWV 1;0wv a:n:ixwem. 
ot µiov O'OV UAAOL, (pTjOL, ,;a mpl, ,fie; wµ6,Tj1:oc; aui:&v Aeyouow, do6,sc; i;o 
OHVOV 1:£ KUL i;o eauµamov EK:n:AT]KTLKOV ov· OELV OE i;avavda KUL AEYELV KCXL 
rrapa6dyµai;a JtOLEL08m· !CUL au,oc; O'OV mpl, 1:WV OLKULOTCll:OLS T]8WL 
XPWµEVWV ITOL~OW8m 1:0'IJS A.6youc;· £1vm yap nvac; TWV voµaowv LK1J8Wv 
YUAUKTL ,pEcpoµevouc; 'C:n:rrwv T[] TE OLKULOO'\JVTI :n:avi;wv OLacpepav· µsµvfjo8m o' 
au,&v TO'IJS ITOLT]Tac;. "OµTjpov µ/ov ytcaKi;ocpaywv aj3lwv 1:E, OLKULOTCI.TWV 
av8pw:n:wv cp~oavi;a T~V yfjv Ka8opav TOV t-.la, 'Holooov o' EV T[] KaAouµevn 
yfjc; :n:spLOO({l TOV <t>wfo u:n:o ,&v Ap:11:ULWV aywem yAaKi:ocpaywv de; ya'i:av 
a:n:~vmc; old' ex6vi;wv. EL,' al,w1..oyE'i: oL6n ,a'i:c; faal,mc; d,EAE'i:c; ovi;sc; Kat 
OU XPT]µanmal, :n:p6c; 1:£ C(AJ..~AOUS E'UVOµouv,m, KOLVU rravi;a exov,sc; ,;a 1:£ 
aUa Kat i:a.c; yuva'i:Kac; KUL 1:EKVa KCXL i;~v 011.T]V auyyEV£Lav, :n:p6c; TE i:ovc; EKl:OS 
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liµaxoL ELOL KUL avLKT]WL, ouoev EXOVTEc; U:11:Ep O'O ii01JAE'\J001JOL. KUA.EL ii£ Kai, 

XoLpLAOV dn:6v-ra EV ,:,fi iiLaBaaEL -rfjc; CJXEiilac; fjv e1;,rn1;E ~apE'i:oc; µT]AOVOµOL TE 
1:aKm, yEvEfj 1:Ku8m- au-rap !!vawv J\.aliia rcupocp6pov· voµaiiwv YE µtv ~aav 
lin:OLKOL, av8pc.6n:wv voµlµwv. Kai, TOY AV<XXUPOLV ii£ aocpov KUA.WV 6 "Ecpopoc; 
wuwu wil yivouc; cpT]al,v s1vm· voµLa8fjvm ii£ Kut -r&v tn:-ra aocp&v Eva TEAdg 
awcppoauvn KUL (J1JVEOEL" rup11µa-ra TE au-roil AEYEL T<X TE 1;,wrcupa Kai, T~V 
aµcplBoAov liyKupav ml, -rov KepaµLKOv -rpox6v.46 

Ephorus, in bis Histories, in the fourth book, wbich bears the title Europe 
(for he made the circuit of Europe as far as Scythia), toward the end says that 
the ways of life of both the rest of the Scythians and the Sauromatai are 
dissimilar. For while some are so hostile .that they even eat human beings, 
others do not eat any living creature. Other writers, therefore, he says, 
recount those things that pertain to the Scythians' savagery, because they 
know that the terrible and marvelous are both astounding, but one ought 
also to recount the opposite things and make them paradeigmata.47 And (he 
says that) he bimself, therefore, will write an account of those that follow the 
most just habits. For there are some of the nomadic Scythians who feed on 
mares' milk and surpass all men in justice. The poets make mention of them. 
Homer says that Zeus looks out over the land 'of the Galaktophagoi and 
Abioi, the most just of men'. Hesiod, in what is called the Circuit of the Earth, 
says that Phineus is carried by the Harpies 'to the land of the Galaktophagoi, 
who have their dwellings in wagons'. Then Ephorus reasons that since they 
are frugal with respect to their lifestyle (diaita) and are not interested in 
money they behave in a well-ordered fasbion toward one another, holding 
all things in common, both all the rest of their things and their wives and 
children and all their relatives, and they are invincible and unconquered by 
outsiders, because they have nothing that would make them worth 
enslaving. And he cites Choerilus, who says in bis Crossing of the Pontoon 
Bridge, wbich Darius constructed, 'the sheep-tending Sakai, of Scythian 
extraction; but they used to live in wheat-bearing Asia; at any rate they were 
colonists of the Nomads, law-abiding men'. And when calling Anacharsis 
wise, Ephorus says that he belongs to tbis people. Ephorus says that 
Anacharsis is considered to be one of the Seven Wise Men on account of 
bis perfect self-control 48 and sagacity. He says that the bellows and the two
fluked anchor and the potter's wheel are Anacharsis' inventions. 

Ephorus makes the nomadic Scythians into the perfect exemplum of the 
societal traits that he privileges throughout the Histories. 

This fragment is particularly important in the present context because 
Ephorus perceived a strong similarity between nomadic Scythians and early 
Spartans, which in turn means that F42 can be used to reconstruct 
Ephorus' portrayal of the Lycurgan politeia: While exact details cannot be 
transposed, the basic notions about the sharing of wives, children, and 
property found in Ephorus' description of the Scythians are also applicable 
to his views of Lycurgan Sparta.49 This feature of Ephorus' account of 
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Sparta also has relevance to our understanding of the development of the 
Spartan mirage. F42 thus merits careful consideration. 

We will begin with an exploration of the sources on which Ephorus 
drew in writing about the Scythians and then review the evidence that 
shows that Ephorus linked the Scythians to the Spartans. We will see that 
Ephorus made heavy use of Herodotus' work, along with a broad array of 
earlier sources, and produced a new, idealized picture of the nomadic 
Scythians. We will then see that Ephorus connected the nomadic Scythians 
and the Lycurgan Spartans, in large part because Herodotus made just such 
a connection. 

As Ephorus was aware, peoples living at the northern fringes of the 
known world were mentioned in Homer (Jliad13.3-6): 

au-roe; ii£ TI<XALV -rpim:v OOOE cpUELVW 

v6acpLV ecp' in:n:on:6Awv 8pTJKWv rn8opwµEvoc; a1av 
Mua&v i;' ayxeµaxwv KUL ayau&v L-i:m1µ0Ay&v 
yAaKTocpaywv ABlwv n: CLKULOT<XT(J)V av8pc.6n:wv. 

In this passage Zeus is sitting on the top of Mt. Ida and sweeping his eyes 
toward the northeast. This places the last two peoples mentioned in lines 
5-6 in the general viciniry of what the Greeks called Scythia. 

This passage has been the subject of extensive commentary since 
antiquity because its precise meaning is not easily discerned. The key 
problem is that it is difficult to tell which words are ethnics and which are 
adjectives. Fagle's translation is consistent with the reading adopted by 
most ancient and modern scholars: 

Zeus turned bis eyes shining far away, looking out over the land 
of the Thracian horsemen and the Mysians who fight at close quarters, 
and the proud Mare-Milkers, drinkers of milk, and the Abioi, the 
most righteous of men. 

Homer thus seems to have placed two separate groups in Scythia, the 
Hippomolgoi, who are described in fairly realistic ethnographic terms, and 
an idealized group, the Abioi. 

Greeks up through the fifth century tended to follow Homer and 
distinguish between the actual inhabitants of the area around the north 
shore of the Black Sea and an idealized group that lived in that region ( or 
further north).50 After Homer, th~ former group was typically called 
Scythians, the latter Hyperboreans. The Hesiodic Catalog of Women, for 
example, mentions the 'Ethiopians and Ligurians and mare-milking 
Scythians' (F150 Merkelbach-West). The idealization of the Hyperboreans 
is perhaps most evident from Pindar P. 10.29-43: 
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And traveling neither by ships nor on foot could you find the marvelous 
way to the assembly of the Hyperboreans ... With golden laurel they crown 
their hair and feast joyfu]ly. Neither sickness nor accursed old age mingles 
with that holy race, but without toils or battles they dwell there, having 
escaped strictly-judging Nemesis. (trans. William Race) 

Greek views of the Scythians were profoundly affected by the campaigns 
the Persians conducted to the west of the Hellespont beginning in the late 
sixth century. Between 520 and 510, Darius launched three separate 
campaigns against the Scythians, without achieving any notable success.51 

After the Persian army was driven out of Greece in 4 79, a parallelism was 
perceived by some Greeks between their achievement in resisting Persian 
ao-g-ression and that of the Scythians. As a result, some authors began to 
bb 

portray the Scythians in increasingly positive terms.52 For example, 
Aiskhylos F198 (from the Prometheus Luomenos) reads: 

But the well-ordered Scythians who feed on mares' milk cheese. 

The Samian epic poet Choerilus, who was active in the mid-fifth century, 
described the Scythians as anthropon nomimon (F5 Bernabe, quoted by 
Ephorus in F42). This is not to say that the Greek literary tradition of the 
fifth century was consistently laudatory about the Scythians. Aiskhylos' 
Prometheus warns Io not to approach the Scythians in her wanderings (Pr. 
708-16), and the author of the Hippocratic4rs, Waters, and Places describes 

the Scythians in a thoroughly negative fashion.53 

This ambivalent attitude toward the Scythians was shared by Herodotus. 
The most relevant part of the Scythian logos, which occupies much of Book 

4, reads as follows (4.46): 

The Euxine Fontus, against which Darius made his campaign, contains -
except for the Scythians - the stupidest nations in the world. For within 
this country of Fontus we carmot put forward any nation for its cleverness, 
nor do we know from there of any learned man; the exceptions are, among 
nations, the Scythians, and, of men, Anacharsis. For the Scythian nation has 
made the most clever discovery among all the people we know, and of the 
one thing that is greatest in human affairs - though for the rest I do not 
admire them much. This greatest thing that they have discovered is how no 
invader who comes against them can ever escape and how none can catch 
th= if they do not wish to be caught. For this people has no cities or settled 
forts; they carry their houses with them and shoot with bows from 
horseback; they live off herds of cattle, not from tillage, and their dwellings 
are on their wagons. How then can they fail to be invincible (amachoi) and 
inaccessible (aporoi) 54 for others? 
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Herodotus found the Scythians admirable for one reason only: their use of 
their nomadic lifestyle to make themselves invincible. 

Herodotus' characterization of the Scythians as amachoi must have 
caught Ephorus' eye. Ephorus was very familiar with Herodotus' work (see 
below) and was interested in militarily successful communities across a 
wide temporal and spatial range. Just as was the case with the Pelasg(a_ns 
and the Aetolians, a place had to be found in the Histories for the invincible 
Scythians. 

Ephorus drew heavily on Herodotus, along with a broad array of other 
sources, and produced a new picture of the Scythians.55 For Ephorus' 
purposes the ambivalent description of the Scythians supplied by 
Herodotus was unsuitable. Ephorus' intent was to lay bare the pattern of 
causation behind the rise and fall of hegemonies, and the Scythians were 
of little use if they did not conform to that pattern. To that end he divided 
them into two very different groups, one of which absorbed all the negative 
traits Greeks associated with Scythians, and another, the nomadic Scythians, 
that he portrayed in an idealized fashion. 

Ephorus made at least two sigriificant changes to Herodotus' account of 
the Scythians. First, Ephorus transformed Herodotus' story of a successful 
invasion of Scytlua led by the pharaoh Sesostris into an extended account 
of a failed Egyptian attack on Scythia followed by a successful Scythian 
invasion of Asia. 56 Various stories about Sesostris circulated in Egypt for 
centuries. In the early sixth century, in response to the Persian invasion of 
Egypt, those stories were elaborated in such a way as to emphasize 
Egyptian superiority over the Persians, especially Darius. When he visited 
Egypt Herodotus heard these stories and included them in his Egyptian 
logos (2.102-10). Herodotus writes that Sesostris 'crossed from Asia into 
Europe and conquered the Scythians and Thracians' (2.103) and that 
Sesostris left behind a number of memorials, including statues of himself 
and his family placed in front of a temple of Hephaestus. When Darius 
wished to set up his own likeness in front of these statues, the priest of 
Hephaestus forbade him to do so, saying: 

You have not done such deeds as Sesostris the Egyptian; for Sesostris 
conquered as many nations as you, but he also conquered the Scythians; 
but you, Darius, could not conquer the Scythians. Therefore, it is not right 
that you should set up a statue in front of the dedications of the man whose 
deeds you could not surpass. (2.110) 

The story of Sesostris' conquest of Scythia presented an obvious problem 
for Ephorus, for whom the Scythians needed to be amachoi. As Askold 
Ivantchik has shown, Ephorus took Herodotus' accounts of Darius' 
Scythian campaign and of the Scythians' twenty-eight-year long rule of Asia 
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and constructed a history of an earlier campaign that repeats most of the 
details of Herodotus' version. In Ephorus' rendition (which is best 
preserved in Pompeius Trogus F36 Seel; Justinus 1.16, 2.3.8-18), the 
Egyptian pharaoh is defeated by the Scythian king Tanaus, who then 
pursues the fleeing Egyptian army all the way to the Nile delta. On their 
return, the Scythians subjugate Asia, remain there for fifteen years, and 
only return home because of their wives' concern about the absence of 

Scythian children. 57 

A second change made by Ephorus was to provide a sketch of the 
peoples living on the northern edge of the known world that was much 
more schematic than that found in Herodotus' work. Herodotus provided 
a reasonably realistic description of the peoples living around the Black 
Sea and recognized multiple ethnic groups other than the Scythians as 
inhabitants of that area.58 Ephorus, however, seems to have relied on the 
cartographic tradition going back to Hecataeus and to have characterized 
all the peoples occupying the northern border of the inhabited world as 
Scythians.59 Ephorus then divided the Scythians into two groups, one of 
which, the nomadic Scythians, he held up as a paradigm. 

Ephorus produced an idealized picture of his nomadic Scythians by 
conflating them with the Hyperboreans as described in earlier sources and 
with noble savages as described in fourth-century political thought.60 

Ephorus' conflation of the two groups living on the northern edges of the 
inhabited world, groups that had since Homer's time been distinguished 
from one another, is evident from F42. In Ephorus' hands the relevant 
passage from the Iliad took on a different cast because he read dikaiotaton 
as a modifier for both glaktophagon and Abion. This subtle change had the 
effect of conflating the Galaktophagoi (whom later Greeks understood to 
be the Scythians) and the idealized Abioi. This suited Ephorus' purposes, 
though it did require a somewhat strained reading of the passage. 61 

The geographical propinquity of the Scythians and Hyperboreans made 
it simple to fuse together the two groups. The similarity between previous 
descriptions of the Hyperboreans and Ephorus' nomadic Scythians is 
evident from Hellanicus FGrH 4 F187a: 

Hellanicus relates that the Hyperboreans live beyond the Rhipaian 
Mountains, and that they practice justice (dikaiosyne), eating no meat, living 
instead on acorns. 

Both groups are unusually just and practice vegetarianism, though 
Ephorus' Scythians, as nomads, live on mares' milk rather than acorns. 

In generating his account of the nomadic Scythians, Ephorus also drew 
on descriptions of noble sava~es that were common in fourth-century 
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. political theories. 62 A standard component of those theories was that nil 
human societies originated in a single, universal state of nature. The Greek 
tradition of speculative, universalizing cultural analysis went back to 
Protagoras, Anaxagoras, and Democritus, but the most relevant example 
can be found in Plato's Laws.63 In the third book of the Laws the narrators 
describe the origins of Greek civilization of their own time. According to 
their version of events, a flood came and the only men who escaped 
destruction were herdsmen living in the mountains who were 'untrained in 
technai generally, and especially in the schemes people use against each 
other in cities for the purposes of pleonexia and rivalry' (677b ). This group 
is very important for a political thinker because 'from those men in that 
state of affairs was born the whole of the present order,poleis and politeiai 
and technai and nomoi .. .' (678a). 

The survivors of the flood form an ideal society. Civil strife and war 
disappear (678e), in part because 'there was no shortage of flocks and 
herds ... on which people for the most part subsisted at that time. For they 
were in no way lacking milk and meat...' (679a). Wealth is evenly 
distributed, and there is no gold or silver: 'They were not excessively poor, 
nor were they compelled by poverty to quarrel with each other. Because 
they were without both gold and silver they could not ever become rich' 
(679b). When compared to men of the present day, the survivors of the 
flood are found to be 'more simple (euethesteroi) and braver (andreioteroi) 
and more self-restrained (sophronesteroi), and in all ways more just 
(dikaioteroi)' (679e). 

The similarities between the humans in a state of nature as described by 
Plato on the one hand and the nomadic Scythians as described by Ephorus 
on the other are immediately apparent. Both groups are pastoralists that are 
unusually just and enjoy communal harmony because of their simple 
lifestyle. It is in fact quite likely that Ephorus drew specifically on Plato in 
writing his account of the Scythians.64 

Ephorus thus transformed one group of Scythians into unconquerable, 
idealized noble savages.65 In view of the fact that Ephorus elucidated the 
same basic pattern throughout the Histories, one would expect that the 
nomadic Scythians and the Lycurgan Spartans, both blessed with a proper 
diaita, would be very similar groups. There were, in addition, reasons why 
Ephorus might have seen a particularly strong connection between the 
nomadic Scythians and Lycurgus' Spartans.66 To begin with, Thucydides 
expressed in his archaeologia what was evidently a common view, according 
to which barbarians of the present were similar to Greeks of the past (1.6). 
Ephorus characterized the Spartans of his time as being very different from 
those of earlier periods (who adhered closely to the Lycurgan politeia), and 
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it would have been straightforward for him to associate present-day 
Scythians with the Spartans of yesteryear. 

There was also an established model for linking Sparta to Scythia, in 
Herodotus' History. This facet of Herodotus' work has been brilliantly 
illuminated by Fran<_;ois Hartog, who points out that 'In the Histories, the 
Scythians are "others" with a special position: they are, after the Egyptians, 
those to whom Herodotus devoted the most space, and yet, in contrast to 
Egypt, their country could offer scarcely any marvels or curiosities worth 
reporting'. 67 For Herodotus, the Scythians and the Egyptians are archetypal 
Others, the anti-Greeks. But for Herodotus all Greeks were not the same. 
He characterizes the Spartans as very different from other Greeks. Sparta 
is the only Greek state that Herodotus treats ethnographically, as if the 
Spartans were barbarians.68 The Spartans, that is, function as Herodotus' 
Greek Other, and Herodotus goes out of his way to connect Scythians and 
Spartans. The Scythian logos appears in Book 4 of the History and includes 
a full description of the burial rites employed for Scythian kings. In Book 
6 Herodotus inserts an ethnographic excursus in which he describes the 
burial rites employed for Spartan kings. The latter contains strong echoes 
of the former, and Hartog has persuasively argued that Herodotus invites 
his readers to draw a connection between Scythians and Spartans. 69 

The link Herodotus suggests between Scythians and Spartans is not 
limited to burial practices. David Braund has argued that Hartog is right to 
see Herodotus as aligning Scythians and Spartans. However, Braund takes 
the position that Herodotus does so not by barbarizing the Spartans but by 
sketching a sympathetic portrait of the Scythians that consciously 
problematizes the dichotomy between Greek and barbarian and that shows 
the Scythians as possessing 'many of the features represented in the 
idealised lifestyle imagined by many as existing at Sparta, the so-called 
"Spartan mirage'" .7° The similarities he highlights are avoidance of 
building, rigid maintenance of traditions in the face of foreign influences, 
terseness, dedication to religion, lack of chattel slaves, kings with restricted 
powers, concern for freedom, and austerity. For obvious reasons the link 
between Spartans and Scythians on the basis of austerity is particularly 
important in the present context. Braund makes the case that Herodotus 
brings this point out primarily by means of the Spartans' and Scythians' 
diets. At 4.2 Herodotus discusses how the Scythians make mares' milk 
cheese, a proverbially simple food, and at 9.82 the Spartan regent Pausanias 
contrasts the simple food of the Spartans with the luxurious meals enjoyed 
by the Persian king. 

Herodotus also makes overt connections between the two groups. At 
6.84 he states that the Scythians proposed an alliance with Sparta against 
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Darius and sent envoys for this purpose. At 4. 7 6-7 Herodotus writes that 
when Anacharsis returned home he reported to the Scythian king that 
'all Greeks were overrestless for any kind of learning, save only the 
Lacedaimonians. With them alone it was possible sensibly to urge 
arguments and listen to them in turn'. 

Ephorus must have been aware that Herodotus perceived some sort of 
special relationship between Sparta and Scythia, and when he wrote the 
Histories Ephorus chose to describe the nomadic Scythians and the 
Lycurgan Spartans in very similar terms. This is apparent from the 
significant conceptual and terminological overlaps between Ephorus' 
portrayals of these two groups. Ephorus states that the Scythians have a 
frugal lifestyle and are thus uninterested in money. This aligns perfectly 
with Ephorus' description of the Lycurgan politeia as being oriented toward 
the creation of homonoia through the imposition of austerity, with the 
contempt for wealth evident from the meaning assigned to agatha in F149, 
and with the notional absence of gold and silver coinage from Sparta. The 
Scythians were aniketoi, the Spartans hegemons for nearly five hundred 
years. In F42 Anacharsis is said to be one of the Seven Wise Men because 
of his sophro!Jne, while in F118 Ephorus describes the Spartans as 
kat' archas ... esophronoun, and in F149, the Cretan politeia, ostensibly the model 
for the Lycurgan system, is described as teaching men to live sophronos.71 

This was evidently a trait possessed by all of the groups that Ephorus found 
praiseworthy since in F31 b Apollo civilizes men and teaches them self
control (esophronize). 72 In F42 the nomadic Scythians are said to be 
well-ordered with respect to one another (pros te allelous eunomountaz), while 
in F33, Ephorus describes Crete as eunomoumene and claims that Greeks, 
especially the Lacedaimonians, emulated them. It is quite likely, therefore, 
that Ephorus described the Spartans in the same terms. Herodotus' 
influence may be felt here as well since he wrote that due to Lycurgus' 
legislation, the Spartans metabalontes eunomethesan (1.66.1).73 

We can, therefore, state with some confidence that for Ephorus the 
nomadic Scythians were very much like the Spartans immediately after the 
imposition of the Lycurgan politeia. One might object that there is in F42 
no mention of hegemony and politeia, the dominant concepts in the 
Histories, but in a sense that is exactly the point: Scythian society in a state 
of nature embodies those traits that in more advanced circumstances must 
be created by the lawgiver by means of careful, conscious planning. 74 F149 
makes it clear that the highest goal for a state is to achieve not hegemony 
but eleutheria, which the Scythians possess in large part because they own 
nothing and hence are not worth enslaving. The Greek lawgiver seeks to 
inculcate austerity and to eliminate greed in order to achieve homonoia, while 
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the Scythians, because they hold all things in common, are frugal, 
uninterested in money, and behave in a well-ordered fashion toward each 
other. The idea that the lawgiver was confronted with the problem of 
remedying ills created by the development of a complex society was 
something that figured in both the Republic and the Laws and so was known 
to Ephorus. 

F42 can, therefore, help us understand Ephorus' portrayal ofLycurgus' 
Sparta. More specifically, the general ideas about the sharing of wives, 
children, and property found in Ephorus' description of the Scythians 
almost certainly also featured prominently in his discussion of the Lycurgan 
politeia. This would fit with the emphasis Ephorus placed on the importance 
of austerity and commensality in eliminating tryphe and pleonexia. Moreover, 
Ephorus' ideas about property show signs of having been influenced by 
Plato, as is evident from his use of the term agatha in describing the Cretan 
and Spartan politeiai. Communalization of property, wives, and children are 
notable elements in Plato's thinking about ideal states. Communalization 
of just that sort appears in Ephorus' description of the nomadic Scythians, 
whom Ephorus described in terms very similar to those he applied 
to Lycurgan Sparta. It thus requires no great speculative leap to infer 
that Ephorus saw the Lycurgan politeia as imposing some degree of 
communalization. 

Ephorus' views on the Lycurgan property regime differed in degree 
rather than kind from those of some of his predecessors. Xenophon (Lak. 
Pol. 1-7) had prepared the ground by characterizing Sparta as a place in 
which wealth was held in low esteem, some forms of property ( dogs, 
horses, food for hunting parties) were communalized to some extent, 
marital bonds were unusually loose, and each adult male had authority over 
other men's children.75 It is likely that Ephorus saw early Sparta as pursuing 
communalization to a lesser extent than the nomadic Scythians. Even 
Plutarch, the most ardent idealizer of Sparta, portrayed it as a place in 
which the sharing of property, wives, and children was bounded in a 
number of different ways (see below), and it is improbable that Ephorus, 
who wrote at a time when the historical reality of Sparta loomed much 
larger, went further than Plutarch in this regard. It is, however, very 
probable that Ephorus went further than Xenophon, given the radical 
nature of the communalization attributed to the nomadic Scythians.76 Two 
passages from Polybius considered above - 45.3-4 and 48.3 - which 
mention equality oflandholding and equality of possessions, respectively, 
suggest that Ephorus described Lycurgus as carrying out an equal division 
of land in the course of creating his politeia. Plato (Laws 684d-e) implies 
that just such an anadasmos was carried out when the Dorians conquered 
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Laconia. An equal division of land carried out by Lycurgus appears in 
Plutarch's biography of the lawgiver (8.3). It would not, therefore, be 
surprising if a Lycurgan anadasmos featured in Ephorus' Histories.77 The 
nature of the relevant evidence, however, is such that this must remain a 
supposition. 

Conclusion 
According to Ephorus, Lycurgus, after traveling to Crete and learning 
about the politeia created by Rhadamanthys and Minos, returned home and 
brought into being a Sparta with a rigorous educational system and a 
disciplined, self-restrained citizen body that led austere lives which 
eliminated dissension, greed, luxury, envy, hatred, and arrogance. 
Commensality was mandatory for adult males and property, wives, and 
children were at least to some extent shared among male citizens. As a 
result of Lycurgus' reforms, the Spartans were blessed with andreia and 
homonoia and enjoyed both eleutheria and hegemony for nearly five centuries. 
The erosion of the Lycurgan politeia after the Peloponnesian War under 
the corrosive influence of tryphe and pleonexia led to Sparta's downfall_7s 
Lycurgan Sparta was a key example of what Ephorus believed to be a 
repeated pattern that brought about the rise and fall of hegemonic states. 
Jacoby with good reason wrote that 'die spartanische Hegemonie ... ihm 
(Ephorus) das Riickgrat der griechischen Geschichte vom beginne der 
"historischen" Zeit an ist'.79 

A more thorough understanding ofEphorus' portrayal of the Lycurgan 
politeia adds considerably to our knowledge of the progressive idealization 
that helped create what Franc,;:ois Oilier labeled the Spartan mirage.so The 
early history of the idealization of Sparta has remained unclear in part 
because there were multiple strands of thought that came together to form 
the Spartan mirage and in part because of the loss of most of the relevant 
written sources. Stephen Hodkinson, building on the work of Paul 
Cartledge, has identified four separate types of laconism: the superficial 
adoption of Spartan customs by some members of the Athenian upper 
class, the use of Sparta as a reference point or practical model by politicians 
in various Greek poleis, the use of Sparta as a reference point or model by 
philosophers and political theorists, and nostalgia for early Sparta. s, 
Ephorus was among the earliest and ultimately most important 
representatives of the nostalgic strain oflaconism. In the absence of a deep 
collection of ancient sources on which to draw, it has proven difficult to 
specify when individual components of the Spartan mirage first achieved 
widespread acceptance or to trace the relationship among its various 
components. 
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What is known about the development of the Spartan mirage can be 
summarized. as follows. In the fifth century strongly polarized images of 
Sparta circulated. Historians such as Her~dotus and Athenian tragedians 
such as Euripides portrayed Sparta as an authoritarian dystopia, while many 
Athenian elites viewed Sparta as a veritable utopia and ostentatiously 
adopted Spartan mannerisms. As Sparta's power declined in the fourth 
century and it became less of a threat to other poleis, a less polarized image 
developed. Philosophers and political theorists came to see Sparta as an 
unusually perfected polity that was blessed with homonoia and a mixed and 
moderate politeia. However, most of the extant sources from the fifth and 
fourth centuries display a certain ambivalence. Herodotus, Thucydides, 
and Xenophon see Sparta as unusual compared to other po leis and in many 
ways laudable, but by no means _an ideal community. Plato and Aristotle 
both saw Sparta as a place beset with long-standing problems that were 
the result of deep flaws in its politeia. A possible exception is Critias, who 
praised Spartan austerity and moderation. 82 The transformation of Sparta 
into a utopia was, paradoxically, driven by the collapse of Spartan 
hegemony in the 360s. Xenophon explained that collapse by arguing that 
Sparta had changed for the worse because of the corrupting effects of 
greed and power (Lak. Pol. 14). Later authors followed Xenophon' s lead, 
and it eventually became standard practice to distinguish between the 
Sparta ofLycurgus' time and a later, degenerate version in which Lycurgan 
nomoi no longer prevailed. The creation of an idealized picture of early 
Sparta was furthered by the abortive program of reform instituted by Agis 
N and KJ.eomenes ill in the third century. Both the reforms themselves 
and the associated claims about their historical grounding had a profound 
effect on subsequent treatments of early Sparta. 

The belief that Lycurgus' Sparta was very different from what it later 
became made possible the creation of a utopian vision of early Sparta, a 
vision that is most clearly articulated by Plutarch. He characterizes Spartans 
as beino- raised from birth to 'neither wish nor be able to live for b 

themselves, but, like bees, to be attached always to the community ... ' 
(Lye. 25.3). His Spartans either have equal shares of land (Lye. 8.2-3) 
or own land communally (Lye. 16.1), hold wives to some extent and 
children to a great extent in common (Lye. 15-16), and share personal 
possessions generously (J11or. 238f).83 They own neither gold nor silver 
(Lye. 9, Mor. 226c-d), have nothing to do with the commercial activity of 
the agora (Lye. 25, Mor. 238f, 239e), and have little interest in the pursuit of 
wealth. It has remained unclear when the utopian vision of Sparta found 
in Plutarch first became current and in particular whether many of the 
utopian qualities of the Sparta described by late sources such as Plutarch 
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entered the literary tradition before or after the time of Agis and 
I<Jeomenes. 

The analysis undertaken here has made it possible to recover much ~f 
Ephorus' description of Sparta and thus to explore the early history of the 
Spartan mirage in more detail than has heretofore been the case. It is now 
clear that the utopian vision of Sparta found in Plutarch was to a 
considerable extent already extant in the fourth century and that the various 
strands of the Spartan mirage were closely related. Ephorus drew a strong 
contrast between the Sparta of Lycurgus and the Sparta of his own time 
and portrayed the former in a highly idealized fashion. The connection 
between the Lycurgan Spartans and the nomadic Scythians is particularly 
important in this regard. Ephorus' idealization of Lycurgan Sparta 
represented a critical step in the development of the Spartan mirage and 
indicates that many of the features of Plutarch' s Sparta, such as a certain 
degree of communalization of property, spouses, and children, enjoyed 
considerable prominence well before the reigns of Agis and KJ.eomenes: In 
addition, the strong emphasis Ephorus placed on homonoia in Sparta shows 
that there was significant overlap between the views of Sparta propounded 
by philosophers and political theorists on the one hand and writers with a 
nostalgic inclination on the other. 84 

Insight into Ephorus' descriptions of Sparta and Scythia is also helpful 
in assessing the Histories. While it is impossible to evaluate all the aspects 
of the treatment ofEphorus in earlier scholarship, we are in a position to 
consider the validity of the accusations that Ephorus was nothing more 
than a compilator and that he sacrificed the truth to construct moral 
paradeigmata in order to incite the reader to virtue.85 Ephorus clearly did 
much more than simply compile material.86 He drew on an array of sources 
to produce a coherent narrative in which he elucidated what he believed to 
be a repeated, overarching pattern with great explanatory power. As is 
apparent from F42, his narrative featured paradeigmata, but they were 
included in the Histories not to incite readers to virtue but as examples of 
the historical pattern that explained the rise and fall of hegemonic states.87 

Some of the most egregious charges leveled against Ephorus were, in point 
of fact, ill-founded. 

The idealized descriptions of Lycurgus' Sparta and of the nomadic 
Scythians do not necessarily inspire confidence in Ephorus' worth as an 
historical source, and he exercised what a modern-day historian would 
consider to be unwarranted freedom in combining sources of widely 
variant reliability. However, his refashioning of the earlier written accounts 
about the Scythians shows that Ephorus made careful use of the materials 
at his disposal and did not engage in free invention. However one feels 
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about Ephorus' methodology, there can be no doubt that he was diligent 
in his research and that his Spartans and Scythians were by no means an ex 
nihi!o creation. 

Many features of Greek historiography that would strike a discordant 
note in present-day historical writing, such as a tendency to blur the line 
between what we would label myth and history, are particularly apparent 
in the Histories because Ephorus crafted a narrative that began centuries 
before his own time. Most if not all of those features are, however, also 
present in historical narratives that have been received by modern scholars 
with much greater warmth. This is perhaps most apparent from the 
similarity between Thucydides' archaeo!ogia and Ephorus' Histories. Both 
reach back into the distant past and make use of inherited mythoi to write 
a history of hegemony with universalist pretensions. One might also recall 
that, like Thucydides, Ephorus concentrated on recent events. Fully half of 
the thirty books in the Histories were devoted to the final five decades of the 
seven-hundred-year long period covered by Ephorus.88 The extant 
fragments reflect the fact that later authors made heavy use of Ephorus' 
work for the earlier parts of Greek history, a period for which Ephorus 
perforce relied on a dubious collection of sources. 89 Many modern 
assessments of the Histories have failed to take into account the bias 
introduced by transmission. IfThucydides' work survived only in fragments, 
many of which came from the archaeo!ogia, our understanding of his work 
would be very different.90 

Moreover, Ephorus' interest in elucidating a pattern underlying human 
history, and his selection and arrangement of material to produce a suitable 
narrative, place him squarely within the Greek historiographical tradition 
that came into being in the fifth century.91 Both Thucydides and Herodotus 
constructed complex and detailed narratives around a set of relatively 
straightforward concepts that they believed to apply broadly.92 Thucydides 
traced the effects of the Peloponnesian War on Greek communities on the 
grounds that the same pattern of events, due to the consistent working of 
human nature, would be repeated in the future. An even more important 
model for Ephorus was Herodotus, who saw a controlling pattern in the 
rise and fall of individuals and states: success generated pleonexia and hybris 
which in turn almost inevitably resulted in disaster for the initially 
triumphant individual or state.93 Herodotus' emphasis on the insidious 
tendency for luxury to soften a community and diminish its ability to 
defend itself bears a notable resemblance to Ephorus' focus on the role of 
tryphe in the loss ofhegemony.94 Further, it is unlikely to be coincidental 
that, like Herodotus, Ephorus evinced considerable interest in the cultural 
effects of geography.95 
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The importance Ephorus assigned to hegemony also had clear fifth
century antecedents. Wickersham notes that with Ephorus 'for the first 
time we meet with an historian showing that he regards hegemony as a 
problem calling for comprehensive discussion in his work'. 96 Yet 
Wickersham also recognizes that Ephorus followed closely in Thucydides' 
footsteps, and Canfora has argued that Thucydides' archaeologia established 
a precedent in building a historical narrative around an account of 
successive hegemonies.97 That precedent influenced a number of fourth
century historians, including Xenophon, Theopompus, Anaximenes, and, 
of course, Ephorus. Ephorus was almost certainly also inspired· by 
Herodotus, who cast the history of the Near East as a succession of 
empires (1.95, 130).98 

The earlier scholarship that drew a sharp distinction between the work 
of Ephorus and that of his fifth-century predecessors is, therefore, 
untenable, and any assessment of the Histories must be tied to a more 
general estimation of the strengths and weaknesses of the Greek 
historiographical tradition as a whole. Regardless of how one evaluates that 
tradition, it is clear that Ephorus' Histories, one of the most influential single 
historical narratives in classical antiquity, merits further ;ttention. 
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Notes 
1 Ephorus remains sufficiently obscure even among classicists that some basic 

information may be helpful. Ephorus' precise dates are unknown, but he seems to 
have done the majority of his writing in the second half of the fourth century BCE. His 
most famous work was called either the History or the Histories (the latter title will be 
used throughout). It originally consisted of thirty books and survives only in 
fragments. The narrative in the Histories covered events all over the Greek world and 
among non-Greeks insofar as they interacted with Greeks. It ran from the Return of 
the Herakleidai, dated by Ephorus to 1069 /8, to the siege of Perin thus in 341/0. Basic 
information about Ephorus can be found in Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 22-35; Meister 
2002-; and Schwartz 1906. On the organization of material within the Histories see 
the bibliography cited in n. 88. 
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All dates are BCE unless otherwise noted. All references to Ephorus fragment 
numbers are based on]acoby's Fragmente der griechischen Historiker. All translations of 
ancient Greek texts are those of this author unless otherwise indicated. All translations 
of Herodotus are taken from David Grene. Abbreviations are as given in the L'annee 
philofogique and LS] Greek names have been transliterated in such a way as to be as 
faithful as possible to original spellings while taking into account established usages 
for well-known people and places. All ancient Greek texts are taken from the Thesaimts 
Linguae Graecae (ILG), and authors' names are spelled as in the ILG. It is, 
unfortunately, impossible to achieve complete consistency in transliterating the names 
of people, places, authors, and works without detaching oneself completely from 
earlier conventions or ruthlessly Latinizing all Greek names and words. 

2 Tigerstedt 1965-78, 1: 209. 
3 Fomara 1983, 42 n. 63. Wtlamowitz wrote that Ephorus 'mastered a great mass 

of material, and, inasmuch as he made it trivial, succeeded the better in making it 
homogeneous ... he took care that everything should run on such lines as an enlightened 
Philistine can at a pinch imagine. He also took care that the moral and patriotic feelings 
of the public should in the end receive the satisfaction which they expect in the fifth 
act of a bad tragedy' (Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1908, 10-11). This attitude toward 
Ephorus persisted through much of the twentieth century. For example, compare the 
acerbic comments of Wtlamowitz to those of Klaus Muller, who, in discussing the 
Histories in a 1972 volume on ancient geography, wrote 'Das werk ... lief...im Grunde 
auf eine bloBe Kompilation ohne Schwung und das Vermogen hinaus .. Jvlit trockener, 
nahezu teilnahmsloser Akribie ... wurde Ereignis an Ereignis, Wesentliches mit 
Unwesentlichem vermegend, gereiht und so zu einem Ganzen eher aufgetiirmt denn 
beziehungsvoll miteinander verflochten' (l\;Iilller 1972-80, 1: 224). For a brief 
summary of traditional views ofEphorus' Histories, see Fomara 1983, 42-5. The most 
important early scholarship on the Histories includes Barber 1935;Jacoby 1923-1958, 
1, 2c: 22-35; Laqueur 1911; Schwartz 1905; and Schwartz 1906. 

4 Ephorus was also accused of being biased against Sparta and in favor of Athens 
and of Cyme (his hometown). (See, for example, Barber 1935, 84-105.) The bias issue 
was a relatively minor concern compared to the other criticisms leveled against 
Ephorus, and a rapid glance at Fl 18 (see below) will cast immediate doubt upon the 
notion that he favored Athens at Sparta's expense. Ephorus may have had warm 
feelings for his hometown, but Cyme was also a city of major importance in the fifth 
and fourth centuries. See Pulci Doria 1996 and Samuel 1968. 

s For example, Ephorus was the subject of but a single English-hu\,auage monograph 
for the entirety of the twentieth century, G. L. Barber's The Historian Ephorus. 

6 Tigerstedt 1965-78, 1: 208. 
7 Schepens 1970, 1977a, 1977b. More recent scholarship that merits special 

mention includes Schepens 2003, Parker 2004, and a growing collection of work by 
Giovanni Parmeggiani (cited below). 

a See Wickersham 1994, 150-7 6 for a good discussion of the challenges in using 
Diodorus' work to reconstruct that of Ephorus. Wickersham cites the relevant 
bibliography, to which should be added Sacks 1990 and Sacks 1994. Ephorus was 
obviously an important source for Diodorus. Both authors attempted to write a 
universal history, and Diodorus directly cites Ephorus eleven times and is the source 
of about 10% of the extant, directly attributed fragments of the Histories. The problem 
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lies with the methodology for identifying places where Diodorus uses but does not cite 
Ephorus' work. The belief that Diodorus did little more than copy Ephorus continues 
to be accepted by some scholars. See, for example, S0rdi 2005. 

9 Flower 1994, 42-62. Flower developed a suggestion originally made by Schwartz 
and later tentatively endorsed by Jacoby. The extant fragments show that Ephorus 
was very widely read, and we will see that the narrative in the Histories in at least some 
places reflects contemporary political thought. It is quite likely, therefore, that Ephorus 
was influenced by Isocrates whether or not he was Isocrates' student. There is, 
however, a major difference between the assumption that Ephorus read Isocrates' 
work and the assumption that he necessarily adopted Isocrates' viewpoints. The latter 
approach, which is no longer tenable, shaped much of the earlier scholarship on the 
Histories. 

10 See, for example, Shrimpton 1995. 
11 The only notable exception is F191, on which seen. 14. 
12 A rapid perusal of the relevant sections of the likely authors suggests that, apart 

from Diodorus, they would not add much to our knowledge of Ephorus' views of 
the Lycurgan politeia, even if they could with confidence be assigned to the Histories. 

13 Parmeggiani has argued that fowcpp6vouv here refers to the exercise of restraint 
in the sense of maintaining a pre-existing socio-political system (Parmeggiani 2004). 
This runs counter to the standard meaning of the word, particularly as it is applied to 
Sparta, and is not well supported in the attributed fragments ofEphorus' work. 

14 The claim that Strabo appears to attribute to Ephorus, that the Spartans exercised 
hegemony by both land and sea from the time ofLy=gus until their defeat at Leuctra, 
is problematic in two ways. First, the characterization of the Spartans as ruling by sea 
is notably odd. Second, the Athenians are conspicuously absent in the list of 
hegemons. The idea that the Spartans and Athenians exercised a dual hegemony ( one 
by land, the other by sea) became commonplace in the fifth century (see Luppino
Manes 2000, 9-24 and passim). One would have expected to find something along 
those lines in Ephorus, rather than the simpler progression that appears in Fl 18. 

The likely solution is that the claim that the Spartans ruled by land and sea applied 
only to the period immediately after the Peloponnesian War. (This would mean that 
the relevant lines should be translated as something like 'they surpassed the rest to 
such an extent that they, uniquely among the Greeks, came at one point to hold 
hegemony by both land and sea'.) A number of fourth-century historians saw Spartan 
rule by land and sea as a distinguishing trait of the decades immediately after the 
Peloponnesian War (see Schepens 1993). In Fl 19 Ephorus expatiates at length on 
Boeotia's advantages as a base for maritime power. This is a less than obvious 
characterization ofBoeotia, and Cordano has argued that it reflects Ephorus' interest 
in dual hegemony and the singular position of Sparta in the early fourth century 
(Cordano 2003). 

There is some evidence that Athenian maritime hegemony was part of Ephorus' 
account of the fifth century. The growth of Athenian power figures prominently in 
Book 11 of Diodorus' Bibliotheca, and this part of Diodorus' work draws at least in 
part on the Histories. There may be mention of Athenian hegemony in F191 (= POxy 
1610), but the relevant section of text is heavily restored, and the identification of this 
papyrus as a copy of part of the Histories remains under dispute. (See Africa 1962 and 
Lens 1991.) Finally, F97 shows that Ephorus in a separate treatise on the history of 
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Cyme singled out the Athenians for their naval prowess. F118 probably represents 
Ephorus' views on the succession of terrestrial hegemonies in Greece, with a 
parenthetical note that Sparta at one point was so powerful as to exercise 
simultaneously maritime hegemony as well. This would account for the absence of 
Athens in Fl 18. 

Regardless of how one chooses to interpret Fl 18, there is little cause to doubt that 
Ephorus claimed that Spartan hegemony began with the establishment of the 
Lycurgan politeia and lasted for centuries thereafter. According to F118, Ephorus 
portrayed Spartan hegemony as the result of the creation of the Lycurgan politeia, and 
it is hard to see how that statement could have made sense if the Spartans only 
achieved hegemony centuries after Lycurgus' death. Moreover, a passage from 
Diodorus offers further reason to believe that Ephorus believed that Spartan 
hegemony was due to the Lycurgan politeia and was of impressive duration. At 
7.12.1-8, Diodorus gives a summary of the origins, content and dissolution of the 
Ly=gan politeia. The key section in the present context is 7.12.8, where Diodorus 
writes: 

UOu ol Aaim'imµ6vLOL XP'TJCTUµEvoL i:o'i:c; ,;oil Auicoupyou v6µmc; Ilic ,a:n:Ewwv 
6wa,;w,;ai;oL ilyevovi;o ,;GJv 'EAA~VWV, TTjV 6fo ~yEµovLav bLE(j)'\JAasav mt 
E,T] n;)cdw ,wv u'. 

Diodorus does not cite Ephorus here, but the correspondences between this passage 
and the attributed fragments ofEphorus (especially FFl 18, 148-9) are so close as to 
make Diodorus' reliance on Ephorus nearly certain. (See below and Jacoby 1923-
1958, 2c: 79, 84 and Meyer 1892, 1: 220-1.) At 15.1.3 Diodorus gives the duration of 
Spartan hegemony as 500 years, which indicates that Ephorus' 500 years probably 
became 400 at 7.12.8 due to corruption in the manuscript tradition (but see also n. 87 
on this passage). Diodorus 7.12 does not appear in Jacoby's collection of Ephorus 
fragments because of the absence of an explicit source citation. 

F118 cannot, therefore, be understood to say that the Spartans first achieved 
hegemony after the Peloponnesian War. (This would mean that Spartan hegemony as 
defined by Ephorus lasted for only a few decades.) As Jacoby concluded, 'mit Lykurgs 
Staatsordnung beginnt fur E(phorus) die spartanische Hegemonie' (2c: 84). 

1s The ellipsized sections of text in the middle of the passage consist of comments 
on Macedonia and Rome added by Strabo. Strabo cites Ephorus by name in 8.5.4 in 
regard to the activities of Eurysthenes and Prokles during the Return of the 
Herakleidai and does not mention his name ~o-ain until the end of 8.5.5. The 
considerable space between the two citations of Ephorus would make one 
uncomfortable aboutJacoby's inclusion of the intervening material in his collection 
of fragments were it not for a passage from Diodorus discussed in the previous note 
(7.14.3-4, 8). This passage closely echoes what Jacoby labeled F118 and almost 
certainly derives from Ephorus. 

16 See the bibliography cited in n. 1. 
11 Parmeggiani has argued that Ephorus saw the exercise of hegemony as in practice 

meaning the enjoyment of unusual prestige or generic leadership and that this allowed 
for oscillations in the actual power and form of Spartan dominion over the course of 
time. See Parmeggiani 2004. 

1s Ephorus seems to have been the first historian to make a detailed comparison 
of the politeiai of Crete and Sparta. See Nafissi 1983/4. 
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19 This is in fact the conclusion reached in Perlman 2005, 290. 
20 Much of 7.12.1-8 consists of quotations of four separate oracles, and it is 

impossible to know how many of these might have appeared in the Histories. However, 
a section ofFl 18 (not included in the text provided above) indicates that Ephorus was 
aware of a collection of oracles ostensibly given to Ly=gus that was published by the 
exiled Spartan king Pausanias. This would suggest - but no more than that - that the 
oracles given by Diodorus came from the Histories and that all of 7.12. 8 is in fact a 
fragment ofEphorus' work. 

21 See LS] IT 4. One might also note that the term agatha does not appear in the 
discussions of the Spartan property regime found in the work ofXenophon, Plutarch, 
et al Instead, these authors use the normal Greek words for property, particularly 
ktema and chremata. 

22 Perlman 2005. 
23 The Cretan politeia is treated repeatedly in the Laws (with the section of text 

running from 626a to 631e being of particular importance). Aristotle discusses it in 
Book 2 of the Politics. It appears in Ephorus FFl-;f 5-9 and Herakleides Lembus 14-
15 Dilts. 

24 Perlman notes that 'There is as little doubt that Plato's Laws was the earliest of 
these four texts as there is agreement about the relationship of the remaining three 
accounts to one another and to the Laws' (286). 

25 This is an interlinear comment added by Plato. 
26 At 697b-c the Athenian stranger argues that for a state to endure and to be happy 

requires that honors be distributed properly and that this means ranking agatha as 
follows: first those pertaining to the soul, second those pertaining to the body, third 
those pertaining to property. 

27 F206, which comes from Plutarch's Lysander (25), may also be relevant. It 
describes failed attempts by Lysander to bribe with gold the oracles at Delphi, 
Dodona, and Ammon in order to win their support for his plan to revise the Ly=gan 
politeia (so that Lysander could become king). Ephorus may either explicitly or 
implicitly have drawn a contrast between Lycurgus, who laid the foundations of 
Spartan hegemony, forbade the use of gold and silver in Sparta, and enjoyed great 
favor at Delphi (FFl 18, 149, 174), and Lysander, who laid the foundations of Sparta's 
demise, introduced gold and silver into Sparta, and tried to corrupt oracles with gold. 
Lycurgus voluntarily left Sparta in order to avoid being accused of seeking the 
kingship, while Lysander did his best to subvert the Lycurgan politeia in order to 
become king. As we will see, Ephorus regularly used contrast to make his points. See 
Wickersham 1994, 146-50 on Ephorus' treatment ofLysander. 

28 The translation of 6.45.3-4 supplied here is based in part on that found in 
Hodkinson 2000, 29. · 

29 Wachsmuth 1870. See also Meyer 1892, 1: 215-22. 
30 Plato does, however, strongly imply that the Dorians divided Laconia into equal 

allotments as soon as they arrived there as part of the Return of the Herakleidai (Laws 
684d-e), and Polybius may have had this in mind. 

31 Walbank 1957-1979, 1: 726-32. 
32 Ducat 1983, 152-6. 
33 Hodkinson 2000, 29-30. Section 18 ofF149 shows that Ephorus linked Cretan 

kosmoi to Spartan ephors, which almost certainly means that he believed ephors were 
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part of the Lycurgan po!iteia from the outset. This reinforces Hodkinson's argument 
about F148. It is, however, possible that Polybius omitted mention of the ephors 
because he, like Ephorus, saw them as being essentially the same as Cretan kosmoi and 
hence not grounds for differentiating between the Spartan and Cretan po!iteiai. 

34 The word Polybius uses at 48.3, ktesis, frequently but not exclusively denotes 
property in land. 

35 The rejection of the idea that the list of defining traits of the Spartan pofiteia at 
45.1-4 was taken in its entirety from Ephorus does not mean that equality of 
landholding at Sparta did not appear in the Histories. 

36 Schepens 2001, 206-7. 
37 Wickersham 1994, 119-50. (Wickersham's focus is the overall structure of the 

narrative of the Histories, and he does not delve into the portrayal of the Ly=gan 
pofiteia.) See also Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 84; Momigliano 1966, 347-65; Parmeggiani 
2000; Pownall 2004, 113-42; and Schepens 1977b. On Jacoby's analysis of hegemony 
in the Histories, seen. 79. Momigliano's essay, which was originally published in 1935, 
is significant because it contains the crucial insight that Ephorus' major interest was 
the succession of hegemonies in Greece. Momigliano applied this insight to Ephorus' 
account of the Theban hegemony (Fl 19), but did not use it to analyze the Histories as 
a whole. Parmeggiani examines how the overall pattern of causation in the Histories 
plays itself out in the specific case of Miletus. Schepens mentions in passing that 
'Ephorus seems particularly interested in the ... ethical culture of individuals and 
communities as factors that may explain the rise and fall of nations through the ages' 
(100) and briefly considers the possibility that the narrative of the Histories was bound 
together by the idea that 'the ascending and descending motion of history is explained 
from the degree of paideia' (117). Pownall's work needs to be used with caution 
because she is astute in identifying paradeigmata in the Histories but provides a 
thoroughly unsatisfactory explanation of their narrative function. She argues that a 
number of fourth-century historians, including Xenophon, Ephorus, and Theopompus, 
'make the presentation of moral exempla explicit and the primary focus of their 
histories' and that 'they were less influenced by Thucydides ... than by other intellectual 
forces of their day to make the moral exemplum of more importance than the ac=ate 
reporting of events ... ' (1). This is a decidedly retrograde perspective on the Histories. 
The paradeigmata in the Histories elucidate what Ephorus believed to be a pattern of 
historical causation. They do not serve simplistic moralizing purposes. See the 
concluding section of this essay for further discussion. 

3s The Greek text of this clause as transmitted is corrupt and has been variously 
restored. The general meaning is clear, Strabo's precise phrasing is not. 

39 On the meaning of agoge, see Ducat 2006, 69-71. 
40 It is not immediately clear whether the statement about tryphe in Miletus is 

attributed to Ephorus or Aristotle. Ephorus' d=onstrated interest in the importance 
of austerity in the rise of hegemonic states was balanced by an interest in the 
importance of tryphe in their decline (F149 and Diodorus 7.12.8). The discussion of 
Milesian tryphe in F183, therefore, either derives directly from Ephorus or indirectly 
from Ephorus via Aristotle. 

41 On this fragment, see Parmeggiani 2000. Gorman and Gorman 2007 argue that 
tryphe as a cause of societal decline did not become a standard part of the Greek 
historiographical tradition until quite a late date and may in fact have been an invention 
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of Athenaeus' in the third century CE. However one assesses the Gormans' ar2Um.ents 
it is clear that they do not apply to Ephorus. Fra,,om.ents of the Histories fo:0d in ~ 
number of authors, in addition to those found in Athenaeus, discuss the negative 
impact of wealth, greed, and luxury (e.g., FF148-9, 205). Furthermore, Gorman and 
Gorman focus on wealth as causing decline through hybris and divine retribution, 
whereas Ephorus understood wealth as causing decline via emasculation. 

42 Parmeggiani 1999. 
43 Ephorus probably made much of the fertility of the Eurotas valley and the 

protection afforded by the mountains that ringed the Spartan heartland. In his account 
of the Cretan politeia, Aristotle writes: 

Also the island seems suited by nature for arkhi in Greece, and is well situated. 
For it lies across the entire sea around which nearly all of the Greeks are settled. 
On one side it is not far from the Peloponnese and from the part of Asia around 
Triopos and Rhodes on the other. For this reason Minos acquired arkhe over 
the sea. .. (1271b32-8) 

We have already seen that there was probably a relationship of some sort between 
Aristotle's and Ephorus' descriptions of the Cretan po!iteia. It is likely that this passage 
closely echoes Ephorus' comments on Cretan geography. 
. ~ Diodorus states at 15.1.3 that Spartan hegemony lasted for 500 years, which 
llldicates that the number 400 at 7.12.8 is the result of manuscript corruption. 

45 Ephorus also seems to have relied to a much greater extent than either 
Herodotus or Thucydides on direct authorial comment. He was among the earliest 
known Greek authors to divide his own work into books, for each of which he wrote 
a separate preface (T10). He used those prefaces to bring out the meaning of the 
events recounted in the remainder of the book in question. In the same vein, Ephorus 
was known for inserting explanatory digressions in which he expressed his own views 
(T23, Fl 11). 

46 The comments ofNicolaus of Damascus on the Galaktophagoi (FGrH90 F104) 
probably derive at least in part from Ephorus (see Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 259), but 
they ~o :1ot add anything significant to the issues under consideration here. Ephorus' 
descnpt!on of the Scythians is also preserved in F158 (apud Pseudo-Scymnus Orbis 
Descriptio 841-59): 

Epho~s says that the first Scythians are the Karpidai, who live alongside the 
Ister River, then further on the Aroteres and the N eurai whose abode stretches 
once a,,o-ain to land that is uninhabited on account of frost. To the east of the 
Borysthenes live the Scythians called the Hylaia, and the Georgoi hold the land 
further up from them, then again there is uninhabited land which stretches over 
a large space. Beyond that land is the Scythian tribe of the Maneaters, who live 
in succe~sion in ~ territory that again stretches to uninhabited land. Crossing 
the Pantikapes River, one finds the tribe of the Limnaiai, who have no other 
name, but are nicknamed the Nomads. They are very pious, not even one of 
them would act unjustly. As he (Ephorus) says, they carry their houses with 
them and they consume milk that they, as is the custom among Scythians, get 
from mares. They live having made possessions and all intercourse common to 
all (~WOLV c,e ,:~v ,:a K:1:~0LV Cl'VCtOeOELX<hec; ICOLV~V arcav,:wv ,:~v 9' OAT]'V 
ouvouolav). He (Ephorus) says that Anacharsis was one of the Nomads, who 
are exceedingly pious. 
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47 Fomara suggested that this line should be translated as, 'But [Ephorus] says that 
it is necessary both to report the opposite and give examples [ of these opposites]': In 
his review ofFomara's book, Walbank rightly pointed out that Fomara's translation 
requires a highly strained reading of the text (Walbank 1985)._Fomara was inter_ested 
in F42 because he wished to refute the charge that Ephorus introduced paradezgmata 
into the Histories in order to incite his readers to virtue. Fomara argued that Ephorus' 
description of the Scythians was shaped by a desire to 'rectify ~ im?al~ce_ in 
ethnographical tradition' (Fornara 1983, 109-12 at 112). Fon:i-ara wa~ nghtin re1ec11ng 
the idea that Ephorus was interested in improving the behavior of his readers (see the 
concluding section of this essay), but erred in his treatment ofF42. 

48 Meineke emended the Greek from £Va 'CEAELQ. to lov or lo:n;' E'\J'CEAELQ.. This would 
suggest a slightly different translation: 'on account of his simplicity, self-control, and 

sagacity'. . . 
49 The similarity between Ephorus' descriptions of the nomadic Scythians an~ the 

Lycurgan Spartans is noted in passing by Pownall 2004, 130. Von Pohlmann mentions 
the possibility of using Ephorus' description of the Scythians to reconstruct the latter's 

views on early Sparta (von Pohlmann 1925, 1: 108). . 
50 For diachronic analysis of Greek thinking about the Scythians, see Campbell 

2006, 92-105; Levy 1981; Lovejoy and Boas 1935, 287-367; and Riese 1875. Levy's 
use of the term 'Scythian mirage' is the inspiration for the title of this essay. . 

51 On Darius' Scythian expeditions, see Gardiner-Garden 1987. For a concise, 
up-to-date summary of what is known about Scythian history, see Murzin 2005. For 
an introduction to what is known about Scythian culture, see West 2002. 

52 See Takhtadz'an 1986. 
53 See T reibel-Schubert 1990 and West 1999. 
54 On Herodotus' use of the term a:poroi to describe the Scythians, see Hartog 1979. 
55 See Takhtadz'an 1992. Benedetto Bravo has recently claimed that the received 

texts of Herodotus and Thucydides contain numerous statements about the Scythians 
that come from the hand of a first-century CE interpolator who relied on Ephorus 

(Bravo 2000). . . . 
56 This paragraph summarizes the argumentation in Ivantchik 1_999a. . . 
57 In F183 the J\/filesians conquer the Scythians. This conflicts with the descnption 

of the nomadic Scythians as amachoi in F42. Presumably Ephorus' account had the 
Milesians defeat the savage Scythians, not their laudable nomadic relations. 

s8 Herodotus se=s to have had good sources of information about the peoples 
living around the Black Sea, including the Scythians. For example, the ~tory of S~ 
oricins at 4.5-7 shows every sign of being an accurate recounting of Scythian 
m~ology. On Herodotus' sources for the Scythians, see Ivantchik ~999b, Ivantchik 
2001, and Thordarson 1996. Ivantchik believes that Herodotus' informant was a 

Hellenized Scythian. 
59 See F30a, b;Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 48-9, 51; Muller 1972-80, 1: 224-8; and van 

Paasen 1957, 246-58. 
60 See Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 51-2; Takhtadz'an 1986; and von Pohlmann 1925, 1: 

80-114. On the Hyperboreans, see Romm 1992, 60-7. Ephorus' inclusion of 
Anarcharsis in the list of the Seven Wise Men and the inventions he ascribes to 
Anacharsis in F42 are also relevant to his idealization of the Scythians. Diogenes 
Laertius states that Ephorus substituted Anacharsis for Myson (1.41 = Fl 82). Ephorus 
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is the first author known to have made Anacharsis into one of the Seven Wise Men 
and Snell believed that Ephorus was responsible for this innovation (Snell 1938, 83)'. 
Kindstrand thought otherwise, based on Plato's mention of Anacharsis as a wise man 
alongside Thales, a perennial member of the list of sages (Rep. 600a), and on the 
dubious assumption that Ephorus was an unimaginative compilator (Kindstrand 1981, 
33-9). In the passage in the Republic cited above, Plato identifies both Anacharsis and 
Thales as inventors, but without supplying specific examples. Ephorus had a particular 
interest in inventions and wrote a special work on that subject (Tl, FF2-5). It remains 
unclear whether Ephorus inherited or generated the list of Anarchasis' inventions 
(bellows, double anchor, potter's wheel) given in F42. Kuklina made the case that 
Ephorus was the first to idealize Anacharsis by attaching inventions to him (Kuklina 
1971). Kindstrand (68-73) argued that Ephorus found the list in Hellanicus, but his 
only evidence is Ephorus' supposed lack of ima.:,omation. One way or the other it is 
clear that Ephorus presented a picture of Anacharsis that was as idealized as his 
portrayal of the Scythians from whom Anarcharsis sprung. It is noteworthy that 
Ephorus specifically assigns Anacharsis to the nomadic Scythians. 

61 On Ephorus' refashioning of Iliad 13.3--6, see Ivantchik 1996. 
62 The conflation of the nomadic Scythians with noble savages was significantly 

facilitated by the facts that, for Greeks, nomads were the antithesis of civilization 
(Shaw 1982/3) and that the Scythians were the quintessential nomads (Takhtadz'an 
1986). Ephorus' characterization of the nomadic Scythians as noble savages would 
have seemed unremarkable to most of his readers. 

63 On the influence of universalizing political theory on Greek ethnography, see 
Dihle 1962. 

64 See Takhtadz'an 2003. 
65 His willingness to idealize a group of barbarians set Ephorus apart from many 

Greeks for whom non-Greeks were inherently inferior. Ephorus' attitude toward 
barbarians is reflected in his statement that the barbarians were older than the 
Greeks (F109 a:pudD. S. 1.9 .5). Ceding chronological priority to non-Greeks was a not 
insignificant concession, one that, for example, Diodorus was unwilling to make. An 
interesting discussion ofEphorus' attitude toward barbarians can be found in Desideri 
1992. 

66 It is impossible to reconstruct the full range of sources upon which Ephorus 
relied in creating a picture ofLycurgus' Sparta, but it is quite likely that here too he 
drew upon fourth-century political thought about noble savages. The use of common 
sources for accounts of the nomadic Scythians and Ly=gus' Spartans would 
inevitably have resulted in the two groups' being described in similar terms. It is, for 
example, noteworthy that the use of gold and silver is foreign both to Plato's flood 
survivors (679b) and to Sparta before the Peloponnesian War (F205). Moreover, 
Plato's terminology makes it clear that many of the traits that defined the noble savage 
were also applied by Ephorus to Ly=gus' Sparta. The possibility that Greek ideas 
about noble savages were in the fourth century and later applied to early Sparta is 
explored at length in von Pohlmann 1925, 1: 80-114. 

67 Hartog 1988 (1980), 3-208 at 3. See also Hartog 1978 and Hartog 1982. There 
has been an effort in recent scholarship to move beyond the structuralist-influenced 
views of Hartog et al. and to craft more nuanced characterizations of Greek 
perceptions of peoples living at the edges of the known world, including the Scythians. 
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See, for instance, Thomas 2000, 1-134 on Herodotus, Braund 1999 and Braund 2004 
on the Scythians, and Campbell 2006, 39-91 on barbarians as a whole. Thomas argues 
that Herodotus' ethnography is driven not jutt by the desire to construct Greek 
identity via alterity, but also by the desire to discover the truth about the natural world 
and the humans living in that world. The former emphasized differences between 
Greeks and barbarians, the latter their similarities. Ephorus' use of universalizing 
political theory and the application of his basic historical ideas to Scythians as well as 
to Greeks show that he was interested in much more than the exploration of 
Greek identity. However, like Herodotus, Ephorus shared the Greek penchant for 
schematization and categorization based on polarization, and constructions of the 
Other featured prominently in the work of both authors. As is clear from F42, 
Ephorus used this approach not to delineate differences between Greek and barbarian 
but between groups whose physical and cultural environment suited them for eleutheria 
and those who lacked or lost the necessary qualities. 

68 Cartledge 2002, 91-7 at 95. For further discussion of the Spartans as 'barbarians' 
in Herodotus' History, see Millender 1996, 94--139 and Millender 2002. Both Cartledge 
and Millender build directly on Hartog's work. 

69 Another possible Spartan-Scythian link is suggested by the provocative work of 
Flory, who argued that nature/ culture was a key antithesis for Herodotus (Flory 1987, 
81-118). Flory writes: 

The story of the struggle between the Greeks and the Persians is also the story 
of the conflict between nature and culture. Xerxes' attack on Greece is but one 
of a long series of wars or other acts of aggression in which a man of culture, 
whom I call the 'prosperous aggressor', attacks the man of nature, the 'noble 
savage'. In anecdotes throughout the Histories, Herodotus espouses now the cause 
of the prosperous aggressor, now that of the noble savage. He illustrates, in other 
words, the truth of two contradictory ideas: man is happier and more noble in 
a state of nature; civilization raises man above his brutish natural state. (81) 
The most obvious contrast between nature and culture is that between hard 
and soft, strong and weak, but Herodotus' noble savages are more noted for 
their moral strength than for their physical hardiness. (89) 

If one accepts Flory's reading of Herodotus, then Ephorus, who made heavy use of 
Herodotus' work, would have had another reason to idealize the Scythians and to 
describe them as the most just of people. In addition, there would be a further 
connection between Spartans and Scythians because both the Scythians and Greeks 
would be the noble savages to the Persians' prosperous aggressor. 

10 Braund 2004, 26. 
71 On the historiographical tradition identifying sophrosyne as a special virtue of the 

Spartans, see Humble 2002. 
72 This fragment comes from Ephorus' sketch of the founding of the Delphic 

oracle. Recent scholarship indicates that here too Ephorus took a collection of pre
existing material and produced a coherent account that fit neatly into the larger 
narrative structure of the Histories. See Avagianou 2000. 

73 One might also note that F113 refers to the Pelasgians converting many to their 
agoge and F118 refers to the lack of agoge among the Thebans. The strong association 
of the term agoge with Sparta and the appearance of this term in two fragments of the 
Histories is suggestive. 
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74 There is also no mention of andreia in F42, but the Scythians had a reputation for 
prowess in war that was founded on their defeat of Darius, and it is virtually certain 
that this trait was featured in the account written by Ephorus, who described the 
Scythians as unconquered. Further, it is likely that Ephorus made much of the military 
advantages ofScythia's geography; this is certainly true of Herodotus, who describes 
in detail both Scythia's geography (4.46-57) and the Persians' frustration about being 
unable to pin down the Scythians in the vast plains that stretched north of the Black 
Sea (4.125-32). 

75 Aristotle (PoL 1263a26-40) also discusses the sharing of slaves, horses, dogs, 
and food at Sparta. 

76 There is no mention of communal ownership in the description of the Cretan 
politeia in F149, but this fragment represents Strabo's highly compressed paraphrase 
of the relevant sections of the Histories. Strabo in fact begins his paraphrase with the 
statement Tijc; 6E rt:OA.L,clac; ~c; "Ecpopoc; aviypmjJc ,a 1cupu1:n:ma emopaµc'i:v 
an:oxpwvi;wc; /xv £XOL. The argument from silence is in this case particularly weak. 

77 It may also be significant that it is possible to read a passage in Isocrates' 
Panegyricus as a reference to equality of land ownership in Sparta (179, see Oliva 1971, 
34, 57). 

78 With this in mind, one can better understand why Polybius might have censured 
Ephorus for linking the Spartan and Cretan politeiai. Given that Ephorus evidently 
described these two politeiai as nearly identical, the portrayal of something 
approximating a communal property regime in Sparta (and hence Crete) must have 
been particularly problematic for Polybius, who saw Crete as a place awash with greed 
and unrestrained acquisitive desires. 

79 Jacoby 1923-1958, 2c: 84. Unfortunately Jacoby did not elaborate on this 
insightful comment. Instead he moved immediately to a discussion of Ephorus' use 
of the pamphlet written by King Pausanias. 

80 Oilier (1943, 66-75) and Tigerstedt (1965-78, 1: 206-27) discuss Ephorus' role 
in the development of the Spartan mirage. Their analyses, however, are vitiated by 
the problematic assumptions about Ephorus outlined in the introduction to this essay. 

81 Hodkinson 2005, 223. 
82 On the early history of the idealization of Sparta, see Hodkinson 2000, 19-64 and 

Hodkinson 2005 and the work cited therein. 
83 Plutarch's understanding of land tenure in Sparta is unclear and has been the 

subject of much discussion. See Hodkinson 2000, 19-81. On the gradual conversion 
of the economic life of early Sparta into a utopia, see Christesen 2004. 

84 One might note in this regard that both Aristotle and Ephorus see excessive 
concentration on military excellence as a reason for the decline of heg=onic states. 
Aristotle levels this charge against Sparta (PoL 1271b2-6), Ephorus against Thebes 
(F119). It is entirely possible that in the lost sections of his work Ephorus, like 
Aristotle, tied the Spartans' loss of hegemony to their inability to do anything except 
fight wars. On this point, see Hodkinson 2006, 122-3. 

85 The material treated in this essay does not lend itself to discussion of the charge 
that Ephorus bastardized history with rhetoric. It is worth noting, however, that 
Ephorus himself seems to have argued at some length in the Histories that there was 
a major difference between rhetoric and history and that the latter was the more 
challenging undertaking. See T23 and F111 and :Milns 1980. 
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86 It is possible that Epl:iorus himself anticipated and attempted to defuse the 
charge that the Histories was nothing more than a compilation of earlier sources. See 
Martin and Filactos 1983. 

s1 Wickersham points out that almost all of the evidence for Ephorus' ostensible 
moralizing tendencies comes from passages in Diodorus attributed to Ephorus in the 
absence of explicit source citations (Wickersham 1994, 150-76). It is instructive to 
compare the extant, attributed Ephorus fragments pertaining to Sparta with Diodorus 
15.1-5. In that passage Diodorus begins by reminding the reader that 'throughout the 
entire work I have habitually ... added just praise for good men for their good deeds and 
just censure for base men whenever they did wrong'. He goes on to say that ~s 
purpose in doing so is to stimulate men to act virtuously and that as part of his 
narrative of the Battle ofLeuctra he will censure the Spartans. He accuses the Spartans 
of aboulia and of losing their hegemony on account of deviating from the Spartans' 
traditional practice of treating their allies well. Nothing along the lines of this passage 
is found in the attributed fragments ofEphorus. It is easy to see how, if one assumed 
that Diodorus simply copied Ephorus, one might describe Ephorus as a moralizing 
historian. Recent scholarship (see n. 8) has, however, shown that the moralizing 
passages in the Bibliotheca are distributed throughout the work and :ire ~ot found sole~y 
in those sections that were ostensibly copied directly from the Historzes. Moreover, ill 
his treatment of Spartan hegemony in Book 15 of the Bibliotheca Diodorus skillfully 
articulates a consistent message about the fatal consequence of Spartan aboulia, an 
idea that is notably lacking in the attributed Ephorus fra,,oments. (On this point, see 
Parmeggiani 2005.) Nonetheless, the concept of Ephorus as a moralist willing to 
sacrifice the truth to turn his readers toward virtuous behavior persists. See, for 
example, Pownall 2004, 113----42 and Stylianou 1998, 8-14. Ephorus himselfhighlighted 
the critical importance of aletheia in historical writing. See Parmeggiani 1999. 

88 The organizational principles of the Histories, its economy, have been the subject 
of much debate. The best recent discussions can be found in Stylianou 1998, 84-104 
and Vannicelli 1987. Stylianou is perhaps too confident in his use of Diodorus' 
Bibliotheca to reconstruct the Histories, but his treatment of the issues remains valuable. 

89 The following chart is based on Jacoby's treatment of the fragments of the 
Histories: 

Book Suiject matter Number of Percentage 
numbers .fragments extant of total 

Proem 6 2.8% 

1-3 Dorian Invasion 36 16.5% 

4-5 Geography of inhabited world 69 31.7% 

6-15 Greek history to the end of the 
Peloponnesian War 43 19.7% 

16-30 End of the Peloponnesian War 
to the siege of Perinthus 50 22.9% 

Uncertain 14 6.4% 

As one can see, roughly 70% of the extant fragments come from the first half of the 
Histories, roughly half from the first five books. F1 Sa, b show that Ephorus' work was 
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particularly valued as a source of information about migrations and the foundation of 
cities. 

90 In his article on Ephorus, Schwartz strongly differentiates between what he sees 
as two halves of the Histories, with the dividing line being the end of the Peloponnesian 
War. Schepens argues that the wide variation in modern assessments of Ephorus' 
work springs in part from the sharp differences between the earlier and later books of 
the Histories (Schepens 1977b, 99). Ephorus seems to have been well aware of the 
difficulties involved in dealing with ancient times and addressed that issue in the 
proem to the Histories (Vattuone 1998). 

91 The influences that shaped Ephorus' work were not of course limited to the 
historiographical tradition. We have, for example, seen that he was familiar with 
contemporary political thought. In the same vein, Wickersham makes a good case 
that Ephorus' thinking was shaped in part by Isocrates' claims that cultural excellence 
in the form of paideia and Jogoi brought about hegemony (Wickersham 1994, 135-44, 
cf. F119). (Wickersham's belief that Ephorus was a student of Isocrates is less 
defensible, but not a necessary part of his argument. Seen. 9 .) It is impossible within 
the bounds of this chapter to explore all of the intellectual currents that formed the 
background against which the Histories was written. The goal in this part of the-chapter 
is simply to highlight the similarities between the work ofEphorus and that of the two 
most famous fifth-century Greek historians. 

92 See Luce 1997, 1-98 and Raaflaub 2002 for concise discussions of this point, 
and citation of some of the most important pieces of the vast bibliography. The 
exploration of the structuring concepts of Thucydides' and Herodotus' historical 
works needs to be balanced with recognition of the enormous complexity of their 
narratives. 

93 The most obvious example is the story about Croesus that Herodotus recounts 
in Book 1. 

94 The clearest statement ofHerodotos' views on the debilitating effects oflu..""l:ury 
can be found at 1.155 (Croesus' advice to Cyrus on how to keep the newly-conquered 
Lydians from rebelling). See also 9.122 and Redfield 1985. For a concise discussion 
of the belief, widespread among Greeks, in the debilitating effects of luxury, see 
Flower 1991, 93----4. Flower focuses on the specific case of Sparta. 

95 See van Paasen 1957, 246-58. There is also a structural similarity between 
Herodotus' and Ephorus' narratives. Herodotus began his account of the Persian 
Wars with a lengthy periodos of the cultures of the Mediterranean basin. Books 1-3 of 
Ephorus' Histories recounted the Dorian invasion, while Books 4-5 contained a periodos 
of the' earth and concomitant geographic and ethnographic descriptions. On the 
similarities of Herodotus' and Ephorus' geographical excurses, see Pulci Doria 2001. 

96 Wickersham 1994, 127. 
97 Canfora 1972, 87-94. See also Canfora 1999, 26-43. Parmeggiani has persuasively 

argued that Ephorus was also influenced by the historical methodology used by 
Thucydides in the archaeologia (Parmeggiani 1999 and Parmeggiani 2001). 

98 On the development of the idea of a succession of empires in Greek 
historiography, see Momigliano 1987, 31-57. It r=ains a subject of debate whether 
the idea that history could be written as a succession of empires ( or heg=ons) was a 
Greek invention or was inherited from the Near East. See Austin 1993, 208-12 for 
discussion and bibliography. 
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